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There was a total o!- $54J>7 collected last Saturday night at the
Bratton Branch pie supper, according to a report receiv~ at the
Independent offices today.
The winners of the "Prettiest
Girl" contest· were Mi= Katheryn Butler and Helen Tackett.
i They accrued , votes amounting to
$25.00.
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Rationing of gasoline and
shoes caused hardships ·
Because there was a ·shortage · of gasoline and the
rationing in 1943, it was mandated that school bus drivers
make more efficient use of the
school buses. The Office of
Defense Transportation. surveyed Rowan School bus routes
and examined bus engines for
greatest efficiency. · Chifdren
living within two miles of
schools could not be transported (except physically handicapped) . . Also school bus stops
had to be · at least two miles
apart which meant students
had to walk at least one mile to
a bus stop. (After they had
walked from their home if they
lived off the route.) Since tarily handled the registrathere were fewer stops, fuel ti ons at Morehead, Haldeman,
efficiency was increased. The Elliottville,
Farmers,
gasoline saved was one way to C}earfield
and
Cranston.
help the war effort ..
Rfation Book Two not only
There was rationing of food included food, but shoes were
and other items in 1943 and rationed
also.
Goldes
10,000 residents had regis- Department Store advertised
tered in Rowan Coui;ity for War their best line of Jarman shoes
Ration Book Two.
On at $5.95 to $8.95. Other shoes
February 24, 25 and 26, the were priced as low as $3.95.
registration was carried out by
WW II required great sacri41 Rowan t eachers who volun- fi1~e upon the home front but

nothing like the sacrifices
made on the war front; e.g., on
February 1, 1943, Morehead
graduate Paul Pierce was
killed in North Africa. Paul
;_,as a native of Montgomery

County and graduated from
MSC in 1938. With men dying
on foreign battlefields, th~
.
small sacrifices m_ade o ~
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It was not th e stock market crash, but the drought of -1930 that was felt

l

,

throughout the region, that first gave Rowan Countians a feeling of hard times'"
~ '
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l 'h ; . I
The situation became s0 critical that the seat town / Morehead ;. was forced to import wat~r over the trac s of the Chesapeake

tr

Fork railroads.J
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Ohio and the Mor ehead & North
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e local Rowan Co;U,Qt_y_ News spoke i-m--t of economic dis tress in

the years 1929-; 1933, ~

e- records of governmental units clearly ind:i.cat

f(

I

p.r..e_ssure for retrenchment.

J

The town trustees of

town of Farmers cut expenses by "providing their service gratis" and by cutting
the City Marshal's salary to ten dollars a month and later to· nothing.
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roan and Morehead high schools were ordered to serve as assis:ant ?rincipals
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oad machines ,--sc.rap,ers, et:: , , and it app~aring that

. . can be found, and that in many instances :>.dividuals are claiming

and paid for by the county. "
iQll...mus.t: b-e taken~~

1b-erefore- drastic ·act-

No_:_.wonder that when federal ·ft1nds w-er ~ ~:1 ade available, the

bµilding of a county garage was giv~n a high priority.

federal un~ployment iTi s.t;~ ance, cuttin

alarcies

and. one I s wor,,k force only made a bad situation worse-:---,for 1c:.1e fewer people working,
the.-1.es,s money avai-lable for spending; the less money_, spen t, the fewer the sales.
The fewer the sales, the less need there was for €r.1ployees.
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\~ Herbert Hoover attempted to convince Americans that p~osperity was just around
the corner.

That all that was needed was confidence.

Yet that type of pitch soon

wore thin.
lishing the Reconstruction Finance Corporation.
money had trickled down to Rowan County.

By the end of 1932 $3440 of RFC

But this and private donations to the

Rowan County Relief Fund failed to make much of an impact~

During the dark No-

vember of 1932 the American people gave Herbert Hoover an ov2rwhelming vote of no
confidence.

Frankli".l Delano Roosevelt carried Rowan County 2,844 to 1,622.
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as -not clue to_ be i naugurated until- the
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thoroughli discredited lame duck president, th
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country
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Then, finally, Roosevelt gave the American people

a lift with his inspiri

inaugural addrL s.

IIThe only thing we have f o fear," ....

/

the new president proclaime , " is fear tI tself--nameless, unre s'oning, unjustified
terror. 11

In order to deal with t

--=..,,._.,,sion_ -of
Congr :-s--;

eme1Tgency, Roosevelt called for a special ses-
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Th · fYreside nti a l address launche ~ n a:valan he of -laudatory ma il not-..: o
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the President, but also to the C0 gres,- . Roosevelt rea i~ ed that constitu~nt press-
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ure WDuld cause Cong/
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to ~ave int

any program the ,Presidi nt

For a Hundred Days Congress rubbers / amped his proposals which

lly l umped

together as

gricultur-al

e First New Deal.

Soo, the results of acts such as

A~jus~-· ent Act and those that establ! ished the Civilian Conservation Corps and
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fact that the

Civilian Conserva tion Corps was under the control of the military may explain its
early arrival.

The camp was established at Clearfield on the property of the Lee-

Clay company.

No other program was as popular as the CCC, both nationally and with\

in the county.

~

<
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Uncle Sam's Sappling Army was praised

'

\

on the occasion of the CCC' s fifth birthday.(Jj. . e camp had constructed thirty-five

miles of hard surface roads, twelve telephone stations for reporting fires, three
large fire towers, three bridges and strung some forty miles of telephone wire.
Additionally only 610 acres of the county's land was burned in 1937, compared with
approximately five times that figure for the last pre-CCC year. "The scener
much more beautiful,

L~s:p:~i;

ac l

n{ i

ve y
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.

whe'J €!ve ry other hill-side had been burned off.
i.~'-ia t practically every Spring and Fall the town was almost completely encircled by
fl.

wa ll of -flame."i

Camp F-4

men of Company #578.

(Camp Lochege) was the home of the approximately 190

The improved roads built by the CCC enabled people from great-

er distances to trav~l to Morehead and back and thus increased the number of commut-

An active CCC educational program

ing students entolled at the teachers college.

used a local editor, WPA teachers, and other resource people as well as CCC personnel.
CCC cooks took classes at the college.

Inspection reports indicate that the camp was

very successful in teaching enrollees how to read and write.
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o
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a...a:i.d-

~•that the · lliter.ates do net- learn to read and

on QQ_rxespo...ndence ~ith home folks after_four months traini~g

A later account reported that of thirty absolute illiterates of a year ago,

only one or two remain so.

The others advanced two to three classes.
~

were long, there was also time for ~

arthogs
.

For the more active there

\
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was the baseball team

•

I

Ping pong, checkers, pool, cards, monopoly,

dominoes, horse shoes were among the possible activities.
\
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twenty camps we-re targeted for extinctio.n.

The H..--r-st scare came in
Nat,ionall

the strength

to b.e 1ceduced from half a mi H ien to three hundred thousan d.

go:ver

-that threat, ,the camp was, r.emoved from private land in Clearfield to
and Fall
entally -owned land at Rodburn. ;Ji'.J;.om ..a t:i;.oop~=-"= ""· of 208 in the Spring11 of
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a better idea of the impact
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ef of t he Forest Service w..o.t e the director of ehe CCC
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it

~ det ermin ed

th~

occ upied

st-r-u.c~ ur es l ccated on public land a t CCC Camp F-4, Moreh ead, in Rowan County, Kentucky,
will no~ be needed intact for future. Civilian Conservat ion Corps occu pa.ncy, 11 .18
Roy Cornette, Superintendent of 'Rowan County Schools attempted to cbtain the
aban_d ohed buildings .for school use.

Some 6~ months lat e r Woodrow Wilson, who taught

agriculture· in the Rowan County system wrote Senator A.B • . Chandler(who was at the time
on the Cocnittee on Military Aftair~ fqr ald . . Roy Cornette presented a strong case for
its use in a letter to Gongressman Joe B. Bates declaring that if the build i ngs were
obtained

"every farm boy in High School in Rowan County _woul d have an opportunity to

take Vocational Agriculture

.- .

·•

We also plan to hold some special war training classes

.; •• Farm machinery repair could be carried on more effect i vely, if the farmers bade.a
...,

community center." Rowan's Superintendent concluded that "I am sure you see that it
woul4 mean much to the Agricultural development and the to t al war effort if those
buildings could be turned over to" us.

11

However, the combined clout of Kentucky

Congressmen were insufficient to keep the buildings in the county. In November, 1942,
-

.the building was ordered transferred to the Lincoln Institute of Kentucky at Lincoln
Ridge in order to house Blacks who were being trained in radio f9r the Lexington Signal
Depot.

All that remained from the CCC presence in Rowan County was a sixty foot flag

pole "in poor condition and of no salvage value" that was turned over to the local American Legion post. 12
But though .the CCC did indeed have an impact on the county, other New Deal agencies were even more important.

For the City of Morehead, the college, and the county

had clear ideas of what was needed in terms of ca~ital improvements.

They lacked the

funds. The Fiscal Court desired to protect county vehicles, the college needed new
buildings.

In voided minutes for March 13, 1933, the City Council called upon the

state college "to abate any nuisance that may exi.:;t by reason of dumping • • • sewage

.

in t o Tr iplet t Creek west of Morehead." Obviously a community septic tank was a
press i ng

"~Q_d.
pl·~

The City Council also felt a city jail was necessary.

In late

.1 933, the outgoi?g Morehead City Council ''met in special session with the city
co wncil elect to discuss the federal project aid possibilities of Morehead" especially with respect to "the sewage project;' subject to "the approval of the
Morehead State Teachers' College who owns and controls same."

13

Soo.e of the first projects to be approved were those under the Federal
Emergency Relief Administration (FERA) a n d ~ the short lived Civil Works
Administration (CWA).

Both were under the control of Harry Hopkins who auth-

orized the expenditure of federal funds rapidly. FERA channeled its money through
state and local aid ~gencies.

The earliest record of FERA in the county occurs in

records of the Fiscal Court for February, 1934, by which a freight bill for $10.25
was allowed.

This wa s for 4,100 pounds of smoked bacon sent to the Rowan County
at'\d_

Relief Com;nission.

FEM.' s activities included a refrigerato·r plant~ the completion

of three county roads (Farmers to Sharkey, Open Fork to Haldeman and the Allie Young
High~ay past the Quisenberry Farm to Bluestone).
though the peak force was but 168 ~en.

R~ad work aided five hundred men,

The secret was by using a ~

FERA also provided workships for 52 students at the Te~chers' College.

This coupled

with better roads provid ed by the CCC and the poor job outlook led to an increased
enrollment at MSTC.

14

In January 1934, the Civil Works Administration presence was noticeable in the
county for the first time.

This program was quite different from FERA for:

15

Unlike the FERA, CWA was a federal operation from top to bottom;
CWA workers were on the federal payroll. The agency took half of its
workers from relief rolls; the other half were people who needed jobs,
but who did not have to demonstrate their poverty by s~bmitting to a
"means" test. CWA did not give a relief stipend but paid minimum wages.
The CWA office was located in the county courthouse and soon the Fiscal Court came
up with a number of projects including the remodf",lling of the courthouse, the J,uild-

.. .

ing of a new jail, and roadbuilding for which CWA would provide substantial porLions o f the cost.

{J)~

ul~s

Additionally the county's cost weuld be reduced by renting to

CWA county trucks at 75¢ an hour and tractors or rock crushers at $1.00 an hour. _
!h i s made CWA very attractive to the county's poJ.itical leaders.

of CWA alarmed the President.

But the expense

Roosevelt feared that federal relief might become

"a habit" and ordered the program killed as soon as the danger of starving in cold
weather was o~er.

Thus the program was discontinued in Kentucky before it was in

regions to the north.

$33,771 CWA dollars were spent in the county. 16

But the CWA figure is misleading inasmuch as many of its projects were continued~

~e~ By

the end of 1935 approximately a quarter of a million

FEF.A dollars had been expended within the borders of Rowan County.
the end of federal largesse.

Nor was this

While Harry Hopkins was spending FERA and CWA money

as if it was water, the Public Works Administration (PWA) under the watchful eye of
Harold Ickes was dispensing money slowly. He insisted that each dollar be well spent,
even if a careful review might delay the projects. Rowan County's plans withstood

scrutiny. Morehead obt~ined $255,000 for a power plant and four four foot dams on
Triplett Creek.

$76,500 of that amount was in the form of a grant; the remainder

was considered as a loan.

Other PwA projects included a $440,000 science building

and a new men's dorm for the college, a $25,000 jail and a $25,000 sewage plant.

17

I

Attempting to sort out the appropriations bf the various alphabet agencies
would turn a veteran certified public accountant's hair grey.

For Roosevelt was al-

ways the pragmatist and would turn on and off agencies as if they were faucets, to
suit the political needs of the moment. As frequently as not the agency that began
a project was not the one that finished i t . ~

,---

'- The creation of the Works Progress Administration in 1935 was a case in point.
WPA activities included the establishment of a sewing center at the courthouse at a
total cost of $22,650 of which the county was res ?onsible for $744.29.

However, all

but $180 of that figure was credit ed to the county for its ezpenses incurred by an

earl i e r FEK..\ sewing project.

Similariy the men's dorm that had been originated as

(ff)

a JJWA p roject was now turned over to WPA with 45% of the $181,000 considered as a
grant, the remaining 55% to be paid off over the course of twenty years at 4% in,
18
tere f; t.

--

~

I

L

The City of Morehead planned to pave city streets, to complete the CWA sewer,
and to build a new jail at a total cost in the neighborhood of $-1 50,000. ~ The
Superintendent of Schools' office asked for twnty-five white collar workers to file
papers and to prepare a life history of each school child.

The School Board request-

ed a building to be erected on the court house lawn for its use and the request was
granted.

The WPA const"ructed consolidated high schools at Farmers, Haldeman and

Elliottville and when it appeared that the Elliottville school could not be built
without an additional $16,711, Congressman Fred Vinson si~ung into action and obtained
the necessary funds.
Elliottville.

A grateful editor declared that "Men will go back to work at

The people of that section have a building that will stand a hundred

years or more to provide educational opportunities for their children equal to that
in the mo:!.'.'e fortunate cities."f'i

Other const r uction projects included a county

truck garage (WPA $3,423; County $143) en& seventeen stone voting houses some of
:J

which are still used (WPA $11,273; County $2,222) and five farm to market roads
0-lPA $202,550; County $23,900). Again the ~aunty was to be credited for road machinery

and trucks rented out to WPA so that the actual out of pocket expense to the county
was

exaggerated.

The five road projects employed a total of s ix hundred and fifty men

for seven to ten and a half months.

Of these 46 were semi-skilled, 25 skilled workmen,

10 foremen, and the remaining 569 came from the relief rolls.

Each of the seventeen

voting booths required eighteen men.<.ft> /~
The WPA was also involved in a variety of cultural projects.

A tvPA library was

opened "where McKinney's shoe shop was" and was later moved to the basement of a pu blic school.

Similarly a packhorse library was organized whereby books were pl n~ed in

saddlebags and delivered to isolated houses. Jean Thomas directed a local Old 'J'L~e
Music concert.

/

But in October, 1938, the Morehead WPA office was closed.

Thi! ·,,a$

not th e end of the WPA however.

The New Post Office, though completed, had not

f
f

I

y ~t received its mural.

Also when the disasterous July, 1939, flood that claimed

twenty-five lives, occurred,a hurried call to the district director at Paintsville,
brought WPA aid.

Total expenditures of WPA through late 1939 within the county

amounted ~o $570,000, neariy 38% of Rowan's entire New Deal expenditures. In human
terns, acco:rding to the Morehead Independent, neariy three-quarters of all of Rowan county's men received subsistence empl9yment under WPA.

Without such aid there

e~

would have been starvation.

There seemed to be an agency for every purpose.

In order to keep youth in

school and out of the already glutted job market, the National Youth Administration was created. The NYA performed a variety of services including the construction of low cost sidewalks ($6 per 50 feet), building the Board of Education Office,
and a rock wall on either side of the new men's dormitory.

The Rowan County Youth

Council under the direction of Warren Lappin administered the program.
school' students were paid six dollars for a twenty hour work month.

Secondary

In another

category were those 16-25 year old males who under the direction of Buell Hogge
learned manual training for which they were paid $7 for 44 hours of work. College
students received workships under NYA at the same rate schedule as they had worked
under with FERA.

In late 1935 75 MSTC students held workships and according to the

campus paper, "the amount is sufficient for board and is proving a boon to needy
students." To be eligible one had to prove need and to maintain a "C" average. One
year later 111 MSTC students were in the program.

With a new dorm and science

building and with the availability of NYA workships, H.A. Babb,who headed the uni-

.
' s New Deal President."C:l.J
versity, was sometimes referred to as "Morehead
Nor was this the sum total of the river of federal fuming coming into the
county.

Farmers obtained Washington, D.C. dollars through a variety of progra'lis.

An October, 1936, accounting lists $198,765 throu 5h the Prodmction Credit Corporation,
$34,600 from the Land Bank Co:rn:rnission, $24,809 fr JI11 the Farm Debt Administratio:1,
1

$23,824 through the Agricultural Ad justment Act, and Eome $14,400 split among Crops

·and Feed Loans; The Resettlement Administration I s Rural Rehabilitation Program,
;-,nd the Federal Land Bank.

The Home Owners' Loan Corporation (HOLC) $38,170

helped save many rural and city dwellers from losing their residences through
foreclosure.

Soldiers of the First World War obtained Bonus payments of $142,

741.88.

Tne Second New Deal of 1935 included a Social Security Act • . Two years
monthly
later several hundred Rowan Countians began receiving their\benefit checks that

averaged a shade less than ten dollars.

In short by the end of 1939 more than

$1,500,000 New Deal Dollars had been spent in Roivan County of which 84% were
~

spent by ·FER.A, PWA and WrA~ If one includes bonus payments, social security,
the funds put up by local governments to obtain the federal largesse, and NYA
money for college students living outside of Rowan County, not to mention CCC
expenses, the figure would probably reach $2,000,000.
The New Deal, by placing a fourteen carat carrot in front of a very hungry
county, made city, college and county administrators think big and boldly. Expenditures meant jobs and patronage and this was an added incentive to spend.

The

New Deal got the county out of the mud with its roadbuilding; it . provided up-todate public buildings; it enhanced the power of the county judge.
stamp of the New Deal is in evidence.

Even now, the

'Ihe schools with their distinctive stony

New Deal heaviness, the college buildings, the jail, Board of Education Building,
and the Morehead Post Office are still in use.
still to be seen.

Sidewalks with a NYA imprint are

Small bridges with dates of the 1930s are not uncommon and pie- ·

nic areas are to be found at Rodburn Park and Triangle : Tower. It can be argued
that the reason why New Deal programs were able to accomplish as much permanent
good in Appalachia as they did was that Appalachia was not viewed as a special
case, needs were known, and neither reliefers nor the community viewed the projects
as being of the leaf raking variety.
levels.

Credit is also due administrators at various

According to the Morehead _Independent, "the government assistance that has

been tended during the last three years had made the county judge's seat the ht,. b
around which most of the county's affairs a r e ope·rated."

At the state level George

r.

Gooa man, director of the WPA, boasted, that all projects under his control were

to be "in thorough keeping with President Roosevelt's original idea that all projects
i§?~
should be highly constructive, permanent and add to the wealth of the state."
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17. Rowan County News December 20, 1934, Aprii 27, 1935; Morehead Independent
April 15, 1935.

18. Rowan County Fiscal Order Book August 6, 1935; Morehead Independent December 12, 1935, April 4, 1936.
19. Morehead Independent September 5, 1935, July 23, 1936, February 17, 1938;
Rowan County Fiscal Court Order Book, November 7, 1935, August 6, 1935 •.
20. Morehead Independent June 3, 1937, January 13, April 7, ~fay 26, July 14, 1938;
November 28, December 12, 1935; Rowan County News November 26~ 1939; Morehead Independent November 6, 1939. The George H. Goodman papers contain photographs of the packhorse library in action but are not identified as to county.
21. Rowan Co:nty News February 27, 1936, Trail Blaze.E_ September 24, 1934, November 23:.
1935; Moreh ead Independent December 31., 1936; Trail Blazer January 15, 1938; Morehead
Independent June 23., September 1, 1938; September 21, 1939; April 11, 1940.
22. Morehead Independent October 29, June 6, 1936; Rowan Co 11nty News June · 1s, 1936;
Morehead Independent May 30, July 15, August 12, 1937; Ro;.,an County Ne(-JS November 26,
1939.

23. Morehead Independent May 2~, 1937; January 16, 1936.

~

1. ,' '!he !:a ... ion 2 1 Archives holds numerous records of interest to historians dealing
-;, :i. t h local history o Material dealing with murals are to be found in Record Group
121, Records of t he Public Buildings Service Section of Fine Arts: Case Files
Concerning Embellishments of Fed eral Buildingso Record Group 35 cont a ins Record
of the Civilian Cons ervation Corps and i s by Camp No. For example the two Bell
·county CCC Ca111ps are SP-3 and SP-16. Rowan County's was F-4. Kentuckians with
interest in the picto r ial record of WPA a.re most for t unate in that the George H.
Goodman Papers, University of Kentucky includes thousands of photogr a phs of Kentucky WPA projects. Minutes of the City Council uf Morehead, City Hall, July 8,
October 23, December 3, 9, 1930.

2;

Minutes of the Town Board of Tr ustees of Fanners September 19: 1921-March 6,
1933: Rowen County Public Library (Morehead), February 3, 1930; August 3, October
3, 193L
3. Louisville Courier-Journal

March 17, 19, 1933.

4. Fiscal Court Order Book , County Clerk's Office, Morehead, April 11, 1934.
5. Ibid., August 10, 1934.
6. (Morehead) Rowan Coun tv News

December 8, 15, 1932.

7. Morehead Independen t March 31, 1938
8. Records of the Civilian Conser vation Corps, Camp F-4, Nationa l Archives. Xe~ox
copy in Morehead State University, Special Collections, Archives, Count y-City.
Also Moreh ead Inde~ud ent Ma rch 31, 1938.
9. (Morehead) Trailbl azer April 20, May 25, 1935; Records of the CCC, F-!+.
10. Mor eh ead Ind ependent December 5, 1935, March 24, 31, May S, 1938; Records of
the CCC, F-4, J. A. Troy to J. J. McEntee, July 30, 1941.

11. Records of the CCC, F-4, Charles H. Taylor to Roy Cornette, February 26, 1942;
A.B. Chandler to James J. McEntee, September 3, 1942; Roy Cornette to Joe B. Bates ,
July 17, . 1942.
12. Reco:i:ds of the CCC, F-4,J. J. McEntee to Paul V. McNutt, November S, 1942;
J. H. Miller to Director CCC, january 30, 1943; M. L. Parler, Jr. to Directo!' CCC,
March 6, 1943.
13.

Minutes of the Morehead City Council, March 13, November 27, 1933.

14. Rowan County Fiscal Order Book, February 7, 1934; Minutes Morehead City Council,
November 4, 1934; Rowan Count y News July 12, September 27, 1934; Morehead Independ ent
March 31, 1938.
15. William E. Leuchtenburg Franklin D. Roosevelt and 1be New Deal (New York, 1963)
121.
16. Ro\lan Cou:ity Fiscal Court Order Book, January 27, February 7, March 7, 1934;
Leuchtenburg FDR 127-123; Rowan Coun ty News March 26, 1936.
Total FERA, CWA an::l
WPA Rowan County sp,mding had then reachQd $317,306. Comparable nearby countit.s
included Carter $7L,446, Morgan $L~55,266, Elliott $190,359.

MOREHEAD MEMORIES - PEOPLE AND PLACES
THE GREAT DEPRESSION: ROW AN COUNTY, II
BY
JACK D. ELLIS

Pl P"f1+~
In the summer of 193 2 with the nation in t h e ~ of a depression, there
were eleven million men out of work. Families in Rowan County and throughout
this nation were going hungry. Eleven thousand WWI jobless veterans marched
on Washington, D.C., demanding a bonus for their military service in the Great
War. (Some of that group called Cox's Army camped at Rodbmn overnight.) But
acting on orders from President Hoover, General MacArthur and Major Dwight
Eisenhower' s troops bmned their makeshift shanties and ran them out of town.
President Hoover was still optimistic about the economy and the financial
crises that faced the nation, and Congress established the Reconstruction Finance
Commission. The R.F.C. announced that loans of 49 million were being processed
to help depressed areas throughout the nation. By the end of 1932, $3,440 had
trickled down to Rowan County, but failed to make much of an impact.
That fall President Hoover was overwhelmingly rejected by the American
people and Franklin D. Roosevelt was elected President. He canied all but six
states with his campaign promise to launch a frontal attack on the four horsemen
of the Republican leadership: "The horsemen of Destruction, Delay, Deceit and
Despair." Roosevelt canied Rowan County 2,844 to 1,622.
Upon taking office, Roosevelt declared "The only ting we have to fear is
fear itself," and his first 100 days in office launched his "New Deal." That new
deal enacted legislation for a litany of alphabet agencies including: Agricultural
Adjust Act (AAA), Civilian Conservation corps (CCC), Federal Emergency Relief
Administration (FERA), Civil Works Administration (CWA), Public Workers
Administration (PWA), Works Progress Administration (WPA). All were

established P.D.Q, A.S.A.P. and all profoundly affected this nation and Rowan
County to move out of the Great Depression.
The first agency to appear in Rowan County was the CCC Camp that was
established on Morgan Fork (Camp F4.) It was later moved to Rodburn. The
CCC was one of the most popular programs coming out of the New Deal. It
provided employment for young boys with an opportunity to work and provide
money for their families. The Morehead CCC Camp had over 200 young men
who fought forest fires, built roads, bridges, and towers. Educational
opportunities were also provided for the young CCC recruits which also provided
employment for unemployed teachers. Dozens of local boys joined the CCC and
were sent to other states as well as assigned locally to their camp.
Although the CCC Camp was the first of the New Deal programs in

wan

County, there were many others to make an impact upon the county. The city,
county and college had clear ideas of what they needed an soon those ideas began
to materialize. The Fiscal com1 built a county garage on Christy Creek to protect
the county equipment. The city soon received funds for a new sewer system and
jail. Also, Morehead College felt a new sewage system was vital to their needs
which reinforced the city's request for funds.
In Februaiy, 1934, the Federal Emergency Relief Act sent 4,100 pounds of

smoked bacon into Rowan County. It was distributed to those hungry in the
county through the Fiscal Court. Other FERA activities included building three
county roads. (Faimers to Sharkey, Open Fork to Haldeman and the Allie Young
Highway past the Qusenberry Farm to Bluestone ). By using a system of rotation,
the road work provided 500 men with the dignity of a job and helped provide
further food for their fainily. Also, F.E.R.A. provided workships that allowed 52
Morehead College students an opportunity to continue their education.

By mid-year 1934, the Civil Works Administration arrived in Rowan
County. Unlike F.E.RA. The C.W.A. workers were actually on the federal
payroll. That agency took half of its workers from the relief (pove11y) rolls and
the other half from the unemployed. Those workers did not have to be at the
pove11y level. The C.W.A. paid the minimum wage of 25 cents per hour. But
most workers were pait-time only.
The Rowan C.W.A. office was located in the Courthouse and soon the
Fiscal court approved several projects, e.g. , remodeling the Courthouse (tat was
the first remodeling that cut off part of the bell tower.) Other work involved a new
county jail and several road building projects. The C.W.A. provided most of the
cost. The county paid their pmtion by renting county trucks at 75 cents per hour
and tractors and rock crushers at $1. 00 an hour. With little local cost, this made
the program politically attractive to the country leaders. However, President
Roosevelt became alarmed and feared the federal relief might become a habit to
the political leaders and ordered the program killed as soon as the danger of people
starving in cold weather was over. By the end of 1934, $250,000 had been spent
in rowan county on more federal programs. But that was certainly not the end o f
te New Deal spending in Rowan County.
Accounting for the funds in the various alphabet agencies would certainly
drive any certified public accountant mad. President Roosevelt had almost
wartime powers and would turn agencies on and off like a water facet. So many
times the agency that began a project wasn't the one that finished it. The creation
of the Works Progress Administration in 1935 is a good case in point.
The P.W .A. provided $255,000 for a new power plant in Morehead. It also
provided for four four-foot high dams on Triplett Creek. Also, others included
$440,000 for a science building and a new men' s dorm for Morehead State

College. These old programs were tmned over to the Works Progress

Administration (WP A) as new projects. That was not unusual during the years of
the Great Depression. The state was also required to pay a certain percentage of
the cost for the College building.
In 1935, the W. P.A . established a sewing center in the Rowan Courthouse
at a cost of $22,650 with the county paying $180. It taught people sewing as a job
oppmtunity. The city of Morehead received $150,000 to complete the new sewer
and jail construction. The Superintendent of Schools received money to hire 25
teachers on a part-time bases to file and prepare the life history of each child in
Rowan County.
By the mid-1930s, the alphabet agencies out of Washington, D .C. , was
beginning to make a positive impact upon Rowan County. Roads and bridges
were being built, buildings, power plants and a new infra-structure was appearing
upon the landscape.· But above all, people were working again. Not just leaf
raking work, but solid construction of institutions that would last- and gradually a
light was appearing at the e:Q.d
of the tunnel called the Great Depression .
. t,-· _,.
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In the summer of 1932 with the nation in throes o

epression, there were 11

million men out of work. Families in Rowan County and throughout this nation were
going hungr~

-E even thousand WW I jobless veterans marched on Washington, D.C.,
demanding a bonus for their military service in the Great War. (Some of that group
called Cox's Army camped in Rowan County on t eir way.) They were met with
violence in Washington, D.C. When t~

; ashington, D.C., acting on orders

from President Hoover, General MacArthur and Major Dwight Eisenhower's troops
burned their makeshift shanties and ran them out of town.
President Hoover was still optimistic about the economy and the financial crises
that faced the nation, and Congress established the Reconstruction Finance Commission.
The R.F.C. announced that loans of 49 million were being processed to help depressed
areas throughout the natio~

---·

By1heendofT932, $3,440 had trickled down to Rowan County, but failed to

make much of an $'pact. / ~
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ew President- New Deal -Alphabet Agencies Arrive
That fall President Hoover was overwhelmingly rejected by the American people
and Franklin D. Roosevelt was elected President.
He-carried all but six states-w itli his campaign promise to launch a frontal attack
on the four horsemen of the Republican leadership: "The horsemen of Destruction,
Delay, Deceit and Despair." Roosevelt carried Rowan County 2,844 to 1,622.
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Upon taking office, Roosevelt declared "The only thing we have to fear is fear
itself," and his first 100 days in office launched his "New Deal." •;:.,,,-'
T

t new deal enact ed-legislation for' a litany of alphabet agencies including:

Agricultural Adjust Act (AAA), Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC), Federal Emergency
-

Relief Administration (FERA), Civil Works Administration (CWA), Public Workers

--

Administration (PWA), Works Progress Administration (WP1?;~

------------

Alr were established P.D.Q, A.S.A.P. and all profoundly affected this nation and
Rowan County to move out of the Great Depression.
CCC First to Arrive in Rowan County
The first agency to appear in Rowan County was the CCC Camp that was
established on Morgan Fork (Camp F4.) It was later moved to Rodbum.
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Tne CCC was one of the most popular programs coming out of the New Deal. It
provided employment for young boys with an opportunity to work and provide money for
their families . The Morehead CCC Camp had over 300 young men who fought forest
fires, built roads, bridges, and fire towers.
airy his
job with the CCC Camp. He was a civilian employee allowed to live off base (at home).
n..r.t.#, ............1_ t»h
His job was riding his horse around over the county ma ·_ g and verifying names of
creeks, hollows, hills, valleys and roads 1

H was allowed $2 a week per diem for his horse. Also, since he lived off
base he could go to the camp once a week and draw food rations. Those consisted of
canned goods and some fruits such as apples, pears and oranges. It was a real treat when
he came home with oranges or bananas.
A part of his work was to relieve the

le who lived in the fire towers

throughout the county. He would have t9 be away a couple of ~

~

when he had to ~

6- "~

,...;

~

ur

even a ~

in the fire towers. He also occasionally had to relieve a night

~

watchman when the bridge was being constructed ~ esas-L-ickiu; R.

Without a night

watchman, the construction materials would be stolen.
Educational opportunities were also provided for the young CCC recruits which
also provided employment for unemployed teachers. Dozens o~ ~s joined the
CCC and were sent to other states as well as assigned locally to ¥

r camp.

Although the CCC Camp was the first of the New Deal programs in Rowan
County, there were many others to make an impact upon the county. The city, county
and college had clear ideas of what they needed and soon those ideas began to
materialize.
he Fiscal court built a county garage on Christy Creek to protect the county
equipment. The city soon received funds for a new sewer system and jail. Also,
Morehead College built a new sewage system that was vital to their needs which
reinforced the city's request for funds.

ft,o I> Al2-P. l'it f~-Men Go to Work-Students Go to College
In February, 1934, the Federal Emergency Relief Act sent 4,100 pounds of
smoked bacon into Rowan County. It was distributed to those hungry in the county
through the Fiscal Court. r
OffierFERA activities included building three county roads. (Farmers to Sharkey,
Open Fork to Haldeman and the Allie Young Highway (now State Route 32 to

y using a system of rotation, the road work provided 500 men with the dignity of
a job and helped provide further food for their family. Also, FERA provided workships
that allowed 52 Morehead College students an opportunity to continue their education.
By mid-year 1934, the Civil Works Administration arrived in Rowan County.
Unlike FERA, the CWA workers were actually on the federal payroll. That agency took
half of its workers from the relief (poverty) rolls and the other half from the unemployed.

Those workers did not have to be at the poverty level. The CWA paid the minimum
wage of 25 cents per hour. But most workers were part-time only.

Courthouse Remodeled with New Deal Spending
The Rowan CWA office was located in the Courthouse and soon the Fiscal court
approved several projects, e.g., remodeling the Courthouse (that was the first remodeling
that cut off part of the bell tower.) Other work involved a new county jail and several
road building projects. The CWA provided most of the cost. The county paid their
portion by renting county trucks at 75 cents per hour and tractors and rock crushers at
$1 .00 an hour. With little local cost, this made the program politically attractive to the
national leaders.
However, President Roosevelt became alarmed and feared the federal relief might
become a habit to the political leaders and ordered the program killed as soon as the
danger of people starving in cold weather was over. By the end of 1934, $250,000 had
been spent in Rowan County on more federal programs. But that was certainly not the
end of the New Deal spending in Rowan County.

~

ccounting for the funds in the various alphabet agencies would certainly drive
any certified public accountant mad. President Roosevelt had almost wartime powers
and would tum agencies on and off like a water

f(~

many times the agency that

began a project wasn't the one that finished it. The creation of the WP A in 193 5 is a
good case in point.

PWA and WP A Bring Many Projects to Rowan County
The PWA provided $255,000 for a new power plant in Morehead. It also provided
for four four-foot high dams on Triplett Creek. Also, it included $440,000 for a science
building and a new men's dorm for Morehead State College.
These old programs were turned over to the Works Progress Administration
(WPA) as new projects. That was not unusual during the years of the Great Depression.

The state was also required to pay a certain percentage of the cost for the College
building.
In 1935, the WPA established a sewing center in the Rowan Courthouse at a cost
of $22,650 with the county paying $180. It taught people sewing as a job opportunity.
The city of Morehead received $150,000 to complete the new sewer and jail construction.
The Superintendent of Schools received money to hire 25 teachers on a part-time basis to
file and prepare the life history of each child in Rowan County.

~

By the mid-1930s, the alphabet agencies out of Washington, D.C. ,y.r,s beginning
to make a positive impact upon Rowan County. Roads and bridges were being built,
buildings, power plants and a new infra-structure was appearing upon the landscape.
~

But above all, people were working again. Not just leaf raking work, but solid

construction of institutions that would last-and gradually a light was appearing at the end

____,

of the tunnel called the Great Depression. ~,-tJ--.LU't:o

,,

~ le-dr'd1 e young menw lfo suffereollirough the Great Depression realize they
would be required to suffer and sacrifice much more during WW II. The Great
-Depression could be said to be a pre~ursor of WW II.

President Roosevelt's goal for his New Deal was to help those Americans who
were "ill-housed, ill-clad and ill-nourished." He might have also included "ill-educated"
because many of the alphabet agencies, in addition to providing economic assistance to
Rowan County, also aided education.
By the mid-1930s, Morehead had been able to pave many city streets, completed a
sewer project and built a new jail at a total cost of $150,000. The Superintendent of
Schools had employed 25 unemployed teachers to organize the school records, teach
agriculture courses, and CCC recruits.
The WP A had constructed school buildings at Haldeman, Farmers and Elliottville
out of native Bluestone from the Bluestone Quarry. For a time the construction stopped
on the Elliottville School until Congressman Fred M. Vinson "greased the political
wheels" in Washington and got the additional $16,700 needed to finish the job.

Men Given the Dignity of Work in Building a Better Community
An editorial in the Rowan County News declared "Men will go back to work and
the people of this county will have school buildings that will stand 100 years or more,
providing educational opportunities for the children equal to that in more fortunate
cities." (Of course the buildings still stand after 80 years, but the educational
opportunities have moved into new buildings). The buildings no longer fit the programs.
' ~\~ "'1,-~ ~

Other WP A projects which, according to many locals, ~

r "we piddle

around", included: a county garage, $3 ,423 (county cost $143); 17 native stone voting
booths, many are still in use, $11,273 (county cost $2,222); and five farm roads
$202, 550, county cost $23 ,700, most of which was paid by renting county road
machinery . . - ~ ~

/?-
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The five road projects employed 650 men including: 46 semi-skilled, 25 skilled,
10 ~~ the remaining were laborers taken from the relief (poverty) rolls. Also,
each of the 17 voting booths employed eighteen men who were selected from the relief
rolls.

Cultural Projects Established
The WP A also established a number of cultural projects in Rowan County. Those
included: a library located where McKinney's Shoe Shop was on Carey A venue. Later it
was moved to th: basement of the public school on Second Street. /
Als()apack-horse libra

was,0pened i

e back 0f he~

key Hotel. Books

-

were delivered in cars and on horse-back by teachers. The Packhorse Library later
burned when the Caskey Hotel burned July 3, 1939.
Music was not forgotten in the cultural war on poverty.

I,

known locally as "The Traipson Woman," and renowned collector of folk songs, directed
an old time music concert on the campus of Morehead College. (Morehead College has a
rich heritage of folk music reaching back into the 1930s and beyond.) ..,
In 1937, nationally famous artist, Frank Loo/' completed and hung the mural in
the new post office at Main Street and Wilson A venue. (The mural may be seen in the
City Government Building today.)
Although the WP A closed its office in Morehead in October, 193 8, it was not the
end of that program. Following the tragic flash flood that struck Morehead July 4, 1939,
that claimed twenty-five lives, the Regional WP A Director in Paintsville sent workers to
aid in the cleanup process. ,
.,.

'rf otal expenditures in Rowan County through the WP A years totaled $570,000 or

nearly 38 percent of Rowan's entire New Deal expenditures. It was estimated that almost
three out of four Rowan County men were at one time or another employed under the
WPA or other New Deal programs.

e,. ~ q-2?1}-/ 3
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he jobs were many times only part-time and the pay was 25 cents per hour.

Without that 25 cents per hour, many would have suffered malnutrition and perhaps even
starvation.

An Alphabet Agency for Youth
There seemed to be an alphabet agency for every purpose under the New Deal
Program. In order to keep youth in school and out of an already depressed job market,

__

..,......... . ..1>/
the National Youth Administration, NY A, was created

The Rowan County Youth Co un cil,u nd;r the direction of Warren Lappin,
administered the program. Another category of the NY A included young men ages 1625, head~

uell Hogge. They were paid $7 for 44 hours w~

The NYA boys (sorry, no girls) built sidewalks at $6 for 50 sq. ft. They helped
build the Board of Education building on the back of the Courthouse lawn. They also
built a rock.wall on either side of the men's dormitories .on the campus of Morehead State
College;
In 1935, 75 MSC students held NYA workships. One year later there were 111 in
the program and they were paid $7 for 44 hours work. It was enough to pay a student's
board at MSC. With the new men's hall and science building on campus, and the NYA
workships, President Harvey A. Babb was called "Morehead's New Deal President."
There were dozens of other New Deal agencies created during the Great
Depression that funneled money into Rowan County's depressed areas. The World War I
veterans received their bonus that brought $142,721 into the local economy. Also by

~

e Social Security Act brought payments to Rowan Counti;, /IA-

~

liJ.. J..LJ, n.

ifi~~!-;~Ys~curity recipients received just under $10 per month. It was
estimated that Uncle Sam paid about two million dollars for the programs used to fight
the Great Depression in Rowan County.
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New Deal Br ught Permanent Projects and Buildings
By placing ~ mt cash in ~

fthe local city, college and county

administration, they began to plan positively and think boldly. · Expenditures meant jobs

c;:v::i.

t.,v-dJ1

aA--".:t1111a patronage)which was an added in~ ~spend. The New Deal brought the county
out of the mud with r~ d bui~din~ ~e constructin~ new up-to-date ~ui!dings_;;,
1ghty years following the end of the New Deal in Rowan County, one can still
J....V,A,,,',-1....... ...

see some of its accomplishments that included: stone jails, schoo
roads. Also, bridges, sidewalks and a fire tower ~

~

and voting booth ~

2

still be found~ ~ ~

'6-1t l~~'/J.~

When th~ CCC camp closed down, School Superintendent Roy Cornette
plan for the abandoned buildings. He wrote Senator A.B. Chandler and Congressman Joe
Bates, making a strong case for the buildings by declaring that if the buildings could be
obtained by the school system, "Every farm boy in high school in Rowan County would
have an opportunity to take vocational agriculture . .we .also plan to hold special military ,

__

training classes. Also, farm machinery repair could be carried on more effectively."...
owever, Roy's plan fell on deaf ears an

e was unable to keep the buildings in

Rowan County. (One reason Roy Cornette did not get the buildings was he was a
Republican dealing with a bunch of Democrats in Washington, D.C., and Frankfort.)
the buildings were moved out of Rowan County to the Lincoln Institute of Kentucky at
Lincoln Ridge. They were used to house African Americans training in a radio school for
the Lexington Signal Depot.

It could be said that the reason the New Deal programs did so much good in
Rowan County was because it motivated the community leaders to think boldly, clearly
and plan accordingly. Also, credit or blame, depending on your point of view, must be
given to those political and educational leaders who tried to live up to President
Roosevelt's original idea that, "all projects should be highly constructive, permanent and
add to the wealth of the state."

tA>tLl..

In examining the Great Depression through the telescope of time, it could be said

that it was a period of preparation for WW II. It was an era when Americans learned to
sacrifice and live without many of the basic necessities of life. Young men in families
had left home and hearth to join the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC). Fathers had to
be separated and live temporarily in other communities where they might be able to ~ ~

.

'out an existence and send a few dollars home.
All of these facets of family life would be compounded during the years of WW II.
There was rationing of food, clothing, gas, others with tremendous housing shortages.
Young men would leave home and enter the military service to defend their country.
Others would leave home to work in defense plants. Also, for the first time, women left
home to go to work outside the home, and later on would enter the military service. They
were not sent into combat, but women in the military service in WW II were intended to
release men into combat. The sacrifice of Americans during the Great Depression turned
out to be a period of "basic training" to prepare the nation, and its citizens, for even more
suffering, sacrifice and separation that would be necessary during WW II.
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MOREHEAD MEMORIES: PEOPLE AND PLACES
THE GREAT DEPRESSION: ROWAN COUNTY, III
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President Roosevelt's goal for his New Deal was to help those Americans who
were "ill-housed, ill-clad and ill-nourished." He might have also included "ill-educated"
because many of the alphabet agencies, in addition to providing economic assistance to
Rowan County, also aided education.
By the mid- l 930s, Morehead had been able to pave many city streets, completed a
sewer project and built a new jail at a total cost of $150,000. The superintendent of
Schools had employed 25 teachers to organize the school records, teach agriculture
courses, and CCC recruits. The WPA had constructed schools at Haldeman, Farmers and
Elliottville out of native Bluestone from the Bluestone Quarry. For a time the
construction stopped on the Elliottville School until Congressman Fred M. Vinson
"greased the political wheels" in Washington and got the additional $16,700 needed to
finish the job.

uf
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- An.editorial in the Rowan County News declared "Men will go back to work and
'f'(\. [),l
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the people of this county will have school buildings that will stand I 00 years or more,
providing an educational opportunities for the children equal to that in more fortunate
cities." (Of course the buildings still stand after 70 years, but the educational
opportunities have moved into new buildings) The buildings no longer fit the programs.

Other WPA projectf which, according to many locals, stood for "we piddle
around." Some of their construction projects included: a county garage, $3,423 (county
cost. $143.00); seventeen native stone voting booths, many are still in use, $11,273
(county cost $2,222); and five farm roads $202, 550, county cost $23,700, most f which
was paid by renting county road machinery.
The five road projects employed 650 men including: 46 semi-skilled, 25 skilled,

lOi:;-~ the remaining were laborers taken from the relief(poverty) rolls. Also,
each of the seventeen voting booths employed eighteen men who were selected from the
relief rolls.
C,. () L.-rll

--

The WPA also established a number of cultural projects in Rowan County. Those

.

included: a library located where McKvmey's Shoe Shop was on Carey Avenue. Later it
was moved to the basement of the public school on Second Street. Also a pack-horse
library was opened in te back of the Caskey Hotel. Books were delivered in cars and on
horse-back by teachers. The Packhorse Library later burned when the Caskey Hotel
burned July 3, 1939.
Music was not forgotten in the cultural war on poverty. Miss Jean Thomas,
known locally as "The Traipson Woman," and renowned collector of folk songs, directed
an old time music concert on the camps of Morehead College. (Morehead College has a
rich heritage of folk music reaching back into the 1930s and beyond.) In 1937,
nationally famous artist, Frank Lovy, completed and hung the Mural in the new post
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office at Main Street and Wilson A venue. (The mural may be seen in the City
Government Building today.)
Although the WPA closed its office in Morehead in October, 1938, it was not the
end of that program. Following the tragic flash flood that struck Morehead July 4, 1939,
that claimed twenty-five lives, the Regional WPA Director in Paintsville sent workers to
aid in the cleanup process. Total expenditures in Rowan County through the WPAyears
totaled $570,000 or nearly 38% of Rowan's entire New Deal expenditures. It was
estimated that almost three out of four Rowan County men were at one time or another
~ ~

employed under the WPA

{)-,LIM._ '

f
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lthough the jobs were many times only part-time and the

pay was 25 cents per hour. Without that 25 cents per hour, many would have suffered
malnutrition and perhaps even starvation.
~
1-p ia: e,, l\f.r'-~ , _ ftJ IJ.r. ·F u tL
o ~There seemea to e an alphabet gency for every purpose under the New Deal
Program. In order to keep youth in school and out of an already depressed job market,
the National Youth Administration, NYA, was created. The Rowan County Youth
Council, under the direction of Warren Lappin, administered the program. Another
category of the NYA included young men ages 16-25, headed by Buell Hogge. They
were paid $7 .00 for 44 hours work.
The NYA boys (sorry, no girls) built sidewalks at $6 for 50 sq. ft. They helped
build the Board of Education building on the back of the Courthouse lawn. They also
built a rock wall on either side of the men's dormitories on the campus of Morehead

State College.
In 1935, 75 MSC students held NYA workships. One year later there were 111 in
the program and they were paid $7 for 44 hours work. It was enough to pay a student's
board at MSC. With the new men's hall and science building on campus, and the NYA
workships, President Harvey A. Babb was called "Morehead's New Deal President."
There were dozens of other New Deal agencies created during the Great
Depression that funneled money int~wan County's depressed areas. The World War I
veterans received their bonus that brought $142,721 into the local economy. Also by
1937, the Social Security Act brought payments to Rowan County. The first Social
Security recipients received just under $10 per month. It was estimated that Uncle Sam
paid about two million dollars for the . ·- used to fight the Great Depression in Rowan
County.
}'4 'f
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By placing fourteen carrot cash in from of the local city, college and county

administration, they began to plan positively and think boldly. Expenditures meant jobs
and patronage which was an added incentive to spend. The New Deal brought the
county out of the mud with road building while constructing new up-to-date buildings.
Seventy years following the end of the New Deal in

wan County, one can still see

some of its accomplishments that included: stone jails, schools and voting booths. Also,
bridges, sidewalks and a fire tower can still be found.
When the CCC camp closed down, School Superintendent Roy Cornette made a

rr

the abandoned buildings. He wrote Senator A. B. Chandler and Congressman

Joe Bates making a strong case for the buildings by declaring that if the buildings could
be obtained by the school system "Every farm boy in high school in~an<'£,ounty would
have an opportunity to take vocational agriculture. We also plan to hold special military
training classes. Also, farm machinery repair could be carried on more effectively."
However, Roy's plan fell on deaf ears and he was unable to keep the buildings in Rowan
County. (One reason Roy Cornette did not get the buildings was he was a Republican
dealing with a bunch of Democrats in Washington, D.C., and Frankfort.) But the
buildings were moved out of Rowan Counyo the Lincoln Institute of Kentucky at
Lincoln Ridge. They were used to house African Americans training in a radio school
for the Lexington Signal Depot.
It could be said that the reason the New Deal programs did so much good in
Rowan County was because it motivated the community leaders to think boldly, clearly
and plan accordingly. Also, credit or blame, depending on your point of view, must be
given to those political and educational leaders who tried to live up to President
Roosevelt's original idea ~at, "all projects should be highly constructive, permanent and
add to the wealth of the state."
l~ J m

wi;it his""'ftame-reverently because he was my -Gemm.ander

Morehead and Christmas Spirit
"Speaking of the spirit of Christmas, the spirit of giving, the spirit of
carrying joy and gladness into the lives of those unfortunate children who,
through no fault of their own are unable to enjoy the season, the people of
Morehead have a right to be pr ud of themselves for the remarkable gift
barrels they filled at the Coz 1Jie ter on Monday evening. The
announcement was made through the columns of this paper once, that the
management of the Cozy was giving their annual free show on that evening
and requesting that all who attended the sho~

6

ring with them some little

package, some old toy or article of clothing that would serve to make happy
the heart of a chil~ who otherwise might not be able to enjoy Christmas.
Remember Christmas is a time of giving as well as receiving, and it is more
)

blessed to give than to receive.
The response was truly wonderful. Instead of a small barrel of gifts,
the most expected, there was not only a large barrel full , but a large box full
as well. Every gift was wrapped in Christmas paper and tied with Christmas
ribbon, thus carrying out in detail the thought that makes Christmas the
happy season it is. And not all the gifts were old. Many of the great.hearted
had gone to the stores and purchased gifts, new toys, new stockings, new
clothing.
It was the spirit of old time Christmas that prevailed, a spirit that in the
rush and hurry of modem life, and a dreary ~ epression has more or less been
forgotten or overlooked. And as such, this Christmas is a Christmas to
remember. For if this season has a lesson for anyone, worthy of the learning,
it is the lesson of unselfishness, the lesson of charity. And it would seem that
Morehead and Rowan County-kae learned the lesson well."

Whether you brought a gift or received a gift, those free Cozy Christmas Movies
remain a "Ghost of Christmas Past" to many Moreheadians.

7
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Economy Slowly Improved

Another "Ghosts of Christmas Past" in Rowan County in 1935 included political,

business, and government ghosts. It was that year that many Morehead businesses were
predicting improved sales over the past few Christmases. Employment at the Clearfield
and Haldeman Factories had improved, and of course, the College provided a sound base to ·
the local economy. Also, over 400 men had been employed under the new Works Program
Administration (WPA). Those men were put to work building schools, roads and voting
booths. That outlook caused local business to increase their inventory and hope for better
Christmas sales than during the past years. Those local businesses included Bruce's 5&10
Cent Store, Goldes, A.B. McKinney's, Blair Brothers Department Stor J'and the Morehead
Dispensary (liquo;~ore). Also C.E. Bishop Drug Store, Hartley Battson Drug Store,
Dixie Grill, Carr-Perry Motor Company and Midland Trail Garage were all looking
forward to strong Christmas sales.
In 1935 local department stores were pushing feminine gifts such as gloves, bags,
silk padded robes, scarfs, umbrellas, lingerie, and collars with cuff sets. Highly advertised
men's gifts included: corduroy britches, gum booO

d leather boots. Most gifts in the

mid-l 930s were practical and much.needed apparel by both men and women.

fi;olitical Christmas
Politics were very much in evidence during the 1935 Christmas season. Albert B.

o5

"Happy" Chandler was inaugurated the new governor of Kentucky. Many from Rowan
I\
County were among the 25,000 who attended that event in Frankfort, as the new governor
offered hope for the future. The 37-year-old governor and his Lt. Governor, Keen Johnson,
/\.

w~re sworn in on December 15, 19~

;\

William Rogers Clay, Chief Justice of Kentucky.

The new governor wasted no time in cleaning house in Frankfort and throughout the state
by calling for the resignation of hundreds of peo

"ncluding some members of the

Morehead College Board of Rege ) :who had been appointed by previous Governor Ruby
Lafoon. (It was a o cl< Christmas for those fired employees.)
8

There was a contested election in Rowan County during the 193 5 Christmas season.
In November, C.C. Jennings had defeated J.J. Thomas for County Judge by 81 votes. Mr.
Thomas contested the election and hired Mt. Sterling attorney W.C. Hamilton to represent
him. Mr. Jennings hired local attorneys Claude Crosthwaite and W.E. Proctor to represent
him. The contest did not prevail and Mr. Jennings was declared the winner.

Economy Improved- War Clouds Appear
"Ghosts of Christmas Past" in Rowan County in 1940 included war worry, savings
from Christmas Clubs, tobacco sales, and nativity Christmas pageants. It was the year the
economy seemed to improve in Rowan County. That year the Citizens Bank announced
they paid more than $5,000 to Christmas Club members. Also; that year tobacco farmers
received a better price for their tobacco, but the weight was much lighter than the previous
year.
In 1940 Rowan County farmers marketed their tobacco early with most of the crops
selling before the holidays. The dry weather retarded progress in tobacco grading which
resulted in an even greater amount of the crop going to market at an earlier date. Prices

-IAe

~ ei:tr-
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were generally better than .a yeat age, but less than was expected by most farmers. Some
local farmers received near top prices on the markets. Willie Anderson, of Waltz
community, received $24.86 a hundred for 2,035 pounds sold December 10. His crop was
not all marketed, but the 6,800 pounds sold averaged about $21.00. _,,,/
0:"

R.A. Decker, also of the Waltz commmiity, sold 1,172 pounds for even $24.00 per
('-

hundred. Mr. Decker's son sold 294 pounds for $19.50 from the same farm. /
George Williams and tenant, Othie Springer, of Triplett community, received
$21.68 for 1,398 pounds. Emil Brown of Minor sold his crop of about 1,200 pounds for
$21.00. Farmers were generally satisfied with the prices received at the Huntington, W.V.
market.
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A very real "Ghost of Christmas Past" in 1940 was the war clouds that gathered over
Europe, Britain, and Russia as those nations were involved in an all out war with Nazi
Germany. Also, Japan was fighting with Korea and China. Most people in the U.S. were
apprehensive about the U.S. becoming involved in a war. Perhaps because of that war
worry, many Moreheadians returned to the church and the basis for Christmas: ,,th.e
birthday of Christ.

Jdli

-1 ad Biblical Christmas

In 1940 there was a return to a Biblical Christmas. Christmas that year was a return
to a celebration of the Birth of Christ. One example was the Morehead Christian Church's
presentation of an extravagant nativity pageant with that included a cast of many local
Moreheadians. ,
-----✓ r
JtThe Nativity," one of the most beautiful Christmas Pageants was presented in the
(f(\

auditorium of the Christian ChurcI-yf\Sunday evening, December 22, 1941, at 7:30~k. 1
,,.,T he NativityJervice was composed entirely of sciipfutal-selections,·-arranged in
dramatic form on the plan of a mystery play, picturing the Bible story of the Nativity and
accompanied by Christmas Carols. It was a wonderfully unique and impressive service,
having been produced in thousands of churches throughout the nation.
There were four scenes in the pageant as follows: "The Temple"; "The
Annunciation"; "The Shepherds"; an3/J ~ativity." The cast included Mabel Carr as
Mary, Walter Carr as Joseph, Frances Peratt as Gabriel, Richard Dougherty as Zacharias,
James Reynolds, Talmadge Cline and Thomas Powers as Shepherds. Also, Ollie Lyons,
Leo Davis Oppenheimer, Robert Hogge ,fiiise Men, and the Morehead Christian Church
Choir under the leadership of L.E. Blair &the Heavenly Ho~t.
~

1

ectedbyMrs. E.D. Williams and Mrs. A.E. Landolt, both of

whom ~

dely experienced in play production. Mrs. H.L. Wilson assisted in the music.

The service seemed to have a lasting impression on all who saw it.

Few Christmas Holidays in 1~40
In 1940 all the children in the Rowf~ ·Cou~tf schools had to go to school right up to
l

Christmas Eve. The schools in Rowan County had their Christmas Programs on Christmas
Eve, December 24. Following their programs, they were dismissed until December 30th.
They also were not out of school on New Year~ Eve or New Year's Day. {iiat was not
f\

only a "Ghost of Christmas Past" for many Rowan County School children, but it would be
a nightmare for many of today's school childr~
In the summer of 193~

ith the nation in throes of the depression, there were 11

million men out of work. Families in Rowan County and throughout this nation were
going hungry. Eleven thousand WW I jobless veterans marched on Washington, D.C.,
demanding a bonus for their military service in the Great War. (Some of that gr up" alled
:J
Cox's A~
mped in Rowan County on their way.) They were met with violence in
Washington, D.C. When they arrived in Washington, D.C., acting on orders from
I

President Hoover, General MacArthurtnd Major Dwight Eisenhower's troops burned their
/I
makeshift shanties and ran them out of town.
President Hoover was still optimistic about the economy and the financial crises that
faced the nation, and Congress established the Reconstruction Finance Commission. The
R.F.C. announced that loans of 49 million were being processed to help depressed areas
throughout the nation. By the end of 1932, $3,440 had trickled down to Rowan County,
· ••

but failed to make much of an impact. However, help wa~

it
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eng ti.m,e..ceming in t e form

of President Roosevelt's New Deal and all of the Alphabet Agencies.

New President- New Deal -Alphabet Agencies Arrive
That fall President Hoover was overwhelmingly rejected by the American people
and Franklin D. Roosevelt was elected President. He carried all but six states with his
campaign promise to launch a frontal attack on the four horsemen of the Republican
leadership: "The horsemen of Destruction, Delay, Deceit and Despair." Roosevelt carried
~
~·~
Rowan County 2,844 to 1,622.

J\
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Upon taking office, Roosevelt declared "The only thing we have to fear is fear
itself," and his first 100 days in office launched his "New Deal." That 'w ]eal enacted
legislation for a litany of alphabet agencies including: Agricultural Adjust Act (AAA),
Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC), Federal Emergency Relief Administration (FERA),
~

Civil Works Administration (CWA), Public Workers Administration (PWA), Works
/\

Progress Administration (WPA). All were established P.D.Q, A.S.A.P. and all profoundly
kelti "7-/JitM
affected this nation and Rowan Countyi move out of the Great Depression.

CCC First to Arrive in Rowan County
The first agency to appear in Rowan County was the CCC Camp that was
established on Morgan Fork (Camp F4.) It was later moved to Rodbum. The CCC was
one of the most popular programs coming out of the New Deal. It provided employment
qj'l ; fke1,v,,_,,
for young boys.JM4-th n opportunity to work and provide money for their families. The
(}J\

Morehead CCC Camp had over 300 young men who fought forest fire ~ built roads,
bridges, and fire towers. After this writer's father lost his job at the dairy, he was fortunate
enough to get a job with the CCC Camp. He was a civilian employee allowed to live off
base (at home). His job was riding his horse around over the county marking on a map and
verifying names of creeks, hollows, hills, valleys and roads.

He was allowed $2 a week

I .4,/J..,./

for his horse. Also, since he lived off base he could go to the camp once a week
and draw food rations. Those consisted of canned goods and some fruits such as apples,
pears and oranges. It was a real treat when he came home with oranges or bananas.
A part of his work was to relieve the fire lookouts who lived in the fire towers
throughout the county. He would have to be away a couple of nights or even a week when
he had to work as a "lookout" in the fire towers. He also occasionally had to relieve a
night watchman when the bridge was being constructed in the county. Without a night
watchman, the construction materials would be stolen.
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Educational opportunities were~

provided for the young CCC recruits which also

provided employment for unemployed teachers. Dozens of local boys joined the CCC~
cf f\S.(..ectd o f.?. :beln~
were sent to other states a:s:::w cU as assigned locally to their Morehead camp.
Although the CCC Camp was the first of the New Deal programs in Rowan County,
there were many others to make an impact upon the county. The city, county and ~ llege
t\

had clear ideas of what they needed and soon those ideas began to materialize. The Fiscal
.fourt built a county garage on Christy Creek to protect the county equipment. The city
soon received funds for a new sewer system and jail. Also, Morehead College built a new
~

sewage system that was vital to their needs which reinforced the city's request for funds.
/\

Food Arrives - Men Go to Work- Students Go to College
In February, 1934, the Federal Emergency Relief Act sent 4,100 pounds of smoked
,..,..
bacon into Rowan County. It was distributed to t ~ hungry m he county through the
Fiscal Court. Other FERA activities included building three county roads (Farmers to
Sharkey, Open Fork to Haldeman and the Allie Young Highway (now State Route 32 to
Flemingsburg). , By using a system of rotation, the road work provided 500 men with the
dignity of a job and helped provide further food for their famili ~ Also, FERA provided
workships that allowed 52 Morehead College students an opportunity to continue their
education.
By mid-year 1934, the Civil Works Administration arrived in Rowan County.
Unlike FERA, the CWA workers were actually on the federal payroll. That agency took
half of its workers from the relief (poverty) rolls and the other half from the unemployed.
Those workers did not have to be at the poverty level. The CWA paid the minimum wage
of 25 cents per hour. But most workers were part-time only.

Courthouse Remodeled with New Deal Spending
The Rowan CWA office was located in the Courthouse and soon the Fiscal t urt
approved several projects, e.g., remodeling the Courthouse (that was the first remodeling
that cut off part of the bell tower.) Other work involved a new county jail and several road
13
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building projects. The CWA provide~ most of the cost. The county paid

th;i£'iit/~Y

renting county trucks at 7 5 cents per hour and tractors and rock crushers at

an hour.

With little local cost, this made the program politically attractive to the national leaders.
However, President Roosevelt became alarmed and feared the federal relief might
become a habit to the political leaders and ordered the program killed as soon as the danger
of people starving in cold weather was over. By the end of 1934, $250,000 had been spent
in Rowan County on more federal programs. But that was certainly not the end of the New
Deal spending in Rowan County. Accounting for the funds in the various alphabet
agencies would certainly drive any certified public accountant mad. President Roosevelt
had almost wartime powers and would tum agencies on and off like a water faucet. So
many times the agency that began a project wasn't the one that finished it. The creation of
the WP A in 193 5 is a good case in point.
PWA and WP A Bring Many Projects to Rowan County

The PWA provided $255,000 for a new power plant in Morehead. It also provided
for four four-foot high dams on Triplett Creek. Also, it included $440,000 for a science
building and a new men's dorm for Morehead State College.
These old programs were turned over to the Works Progress Administration (WP A)
as new projects. That was not unusual during the years of the Great Depression. The state
was also required to pay a certain percentage of the cost for the College building.
In 1935, the WPA established a sewing center in the Rowan Courthouse at a cost of
$22,650 with the county paying $180. It taught people sewing as a job opportunity. The
city of Morehead received $150,000 to complete the new sewer and jail construction. The
Superintendent of Schools received money to hire 25 teachers on a part-time basis to file
and prepare the life history of each child in Rowan County.
By the mid-1930s, the alphabet agencies out of Washington, D.C., were beginning
to make a positive impact upon Rowan County. Roads and bridges were being built,
buildings, power plants and a new infra-structure ~
14

earing upon the landscape. But

__.,,,.

above all, people were working agaii<,N'6t just leaf raking work, but solid construction of
institutions that would last;,--~ radually a light was appearing at the end of the tunnel
called the Great Depression. But little did the young men who suffered through the Great
Depression realize they would be required to suffer and sacrifice much more during WW
II. The Great Depression could be said to be a precursor of WW II.
New Deal Goal: Help People & Institutions
President Roosevelt's goal for his New Deal was to help those Americans who were
"ill-housed, ill-clad and ill-nourished." He might have also included "ill-educated"
because many of the alphabet agencies, in addition to providing economic assistance to
Rowan County, also aided education.
By the mid-1930s, Morehead had been able to pave many city streets, completel a
sewer project and bui:lf a new jail at a total cost of $150,000. The Superintendent o~
Schools had employed 25 unemployed teachers to organize the school record~, teach
c.L ~ ·'
agriculture courses, an CCC recruits1/
..rv,,i,>,v..

/\

The WP A had constructed school buildings at Haldeman, Farmers and Elliottville
out of native Bluestone from the Bluestone Quarry. For a time the construction stopped on
)

the Elliottville School until Congressman Fred M. Vinson "gre1 sed the political wheels" in
Washington and got the additional $16,700 needed to finish the job.
Men Given the Dignity of Work in Building a Better Community
An editorial in the Rowan County News declared "Men will go back to work and
the people of this county will have school buildings that will stand 100 years or more,
providing educational opportunities for the children equal to that in more fortunate cities."
(Of course the buildings still stand after 80 years, but the educational opportunities have
moved into new building~

The buildings no longer fit the program0

Other WP A projects which, according to many local people, meant "we piddle
around," included: a county garage, $3,423 (county cost $143); 17 native stone voting
booths, tany are still in us~, $11,273 (county cost $2,222); and five farm roads a;;C, ~
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$202, 550, ~ ounty cost $23,700; 1~ost of which was paid by renting county road machinery/
The five road projects employed 650 men including: 46 semi-skilled, 25 skilled, 10
foremen and tke 10m~-g 'i'SZTTe,.laborers taken from the relief (poverty) rolls. Also, each
of the 17 voting booths employed eighteen men who were selected from the relief rolls.

Cultural Projects Established
The WP A also established a number of cultural projects in Rowan County. Those
included: a library located where McKinney's Shoe Shop was on Carey Avenue. Later it
was moved to the basement of the public school on Second Street. Also a pack-horse
library was opened in the back of the Caskey Hotel. Books were delivered in cars and on
horsJ ack by teachers. The Packhorse Library ~

en the Caskey Hotel

burned July 3, 1939.
Music was not forgotten in the cultural war on poverty. I~a -~., Miss Jean
Thomas, known local1y as "The Traipson Woman," and renowned collector of folksongs,
directed an old time music concert on the campus of Morehead College. (Morehead
College has a rich heritage of folk music reaching back into the 1930s and beyond.) In
1937, nationally famous artisttf'rank Lov~ completed and hung the mural in the new post
office at Main Street and Wilson A venue. (The mural may be seen in the City Government
Building today.)
Although the WP A closed its office in Morehead in October, 193 8, it was not the
~

end of that program. Following the tragic flash flood that struck Morehead July 4, 1939,
~

laimed twenty-five lives, the Regional WP A Director in Paintsville :nt workers to

aid in the cleanup process.

~

, penditures in Rowan County through the WP A years

totaled $570,000 or nearly 38 percent of Rowan's entire New Deal expenditures. It was
estimated that almost three out of four Rowan County men were at one time or another
employed under the WP A or other New Deal programs. The jobs were many times only
part-time and the pay was 25 cents per hour. Without that 25 cents per hour, many would
have suffered malnutrition and perhaps even starvation.
16

An Alphabet Agency for Youth
There seemed to be an alphabet agency for every purpose under the New Deal
Program. In order to keep youth in school and out of an already depressed job market, the
National Youth Administration, NY A, was created. The Rowan County Youth Council,
under the direction of Warren Lappin, administered the program. Another category of the
NYA included young men ages 16-25, headed by Buell Hogge. They were paid $7 for 44
hours work. The NYA boys (sorry, no girls) built sidewalks at $6 for 50

. ft. They

helped build the Board of Education building on the back of the Cou
also built a rock wall on either side of the men's dormitories on t

campus of Morehead

State College.
In 193 5, 7 5 MSC students held NY A workships One year later there were 111 in
r. ~ ~ .

the program_an&#te-y-W©Fe-paid..$lioi:.AA-hGl¼i:&.-~ li .
/

~s e

~

~-

ough to~ a student's
~

.board at MSC. With the new men's hall and science building on campus, an~ the NYA
workships, President Harvey A. Babb was called "Morehead's New Deal President.'' ·
There were dozens of other New Deal agencies created during the Great Depression
that funneled money into Rowan County's depressed areas. The World War I veterans
received their bonus that brought $142,721 into the local economy. Also by 1937, the
Social Security Act brought payments to Rowan County, as well as deductions from
paychecks. The first Social Security recipients received just under $10 per month. It was
estimated that Uncle Sam paid about two million dollars for the programs used to fight the
Great Depression in Rowan County.

New Deal Brought Permanent Projects and Buildings
By placing cold hard cash in front of the local city, college and county
administration,

~

IA'-,l,'4a,..l(,/u,~r--..,,v,.i...,-l~

hi

ly. Expenditures meant jobs as

well as patronage, which was an added incentive to spend. The New Deal brought the
county out of the mud with road building, as well as ~

construe~ n~f up-to-date

buildings. Eighty years following the end of the New Deal in Rowan County, one can still
17

see some of its accomplishments that included: stone jails, school buildin~

d voting

booths, as well as roads. Also, bridges, sidewalks and a fire tower can still be found that
were built by the New Deal.
When the CCC camp closed down, School Superintendent Roy Cornette proposed a
plan for the abandoned buildings. He wrote Senator A.B. Chandler and Congressman Joe
Bates, making a strong case for the buildings by declaring that if the buildings could be
obtained by the school system, "Every farm boy in high school in Rowan County would
have an opportunity to take vocational agriculture. We also plan to hold special military
training classes. Also, farm machinery repair could be carried on more effectively."
However, Roy's plan fell on deaf ears and he was unable to keep the buildings in Rowan
County. (One reason Roy Cornette did not get the buildings was he was a Republican
dealing with a bunch of Democrats in Washington, D.C., and Frankfort.) Therefore, the
buildings were moved out of Rowan County to the Lincoln Institute of Kentucky at .
Lincoln Ridge. They were used to house African Americans training in a radio school for
the Lexington Signal Depot.
It could be said that the reason the New Deal programs did so much good in Rowan

County was because it motivated the community leaders to think boldly, clearly and plan
accordingly. Also, credit or blame, depending on your point of view, must be given to
those political and educational leaders who tried to live up to President Roosevelt's
original idea that, "all projects should be highly constructive, permanent and add to the
wealth of the state."

Great Depression: Preparation for WW)J:' ~
In examining the Great Depression through the telescope of time, it could be said
that it was a period of preparation for WW II. It was an era when Americans learned to
sacrifice and live without many of the basic necessities of life. Young men in families had
left home and hearth to join the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC). Fathers had to be

18

separated and live temporarily in other communities where they might be able to find work
in order to

out an existence and send a few dollars home.

All of these facets of family life would be compounded during the years of WW II./4»/l9 >......_.
-here was rationing of food, clothing~

~

s,
wjth tret1;endous housing shortages.
d LI_} (
If .Ir ~
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'!u\Y oung men would leave home and enter the military service to defe d their country.
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Others would leave home to work in defense plants. Also,jfor the first time, women left
y-1 , _ )',l

',

home to go to work outside the home, and later 0p"wo Id enter the military service. They
were not sent into combat, but women in the military service in WW II were intended to
release men into combat. The sacrifice of Americans during the Great Depression turned
out to be a period of "basic training" to prepare the nation, and its citizens, for even more
suffering, sacrifice and separation that would be necessary during WW II.
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MOREHEAD MEMORIES: PEOPLE AND PLACES
THE GREAT DEPRESSION: ROWAN COUNTY..
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Much has been written about the Great Depression. However, tlus.,artJ.cle s not
,
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..::dGfJASssitm:!' 0B@ Jias when the doctor writes you a prescription for a mood
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enhancer, s.uel! s n llanfl. That kind of "depression" is defined by the dictionary as a
psychotic disorder marked by feelings of sadness, dejection, inactivity and a lowering of
vitality. But that was a good definition of how millions of Americans felt in the 1930s
following the collapse of the stock market and this nation's economy. But, there was no
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mood enhancing drugs for those suffering through that Great Depression. ~ t Rowan ~~b

I.,~!ns~~':LleMllls, as well a~1leri.can~ ~id cope and surviye that ordeal.
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Because Rowan was basically an agricuttural economy, the great depression that
hit the nation as a result of the stock market crash of 1929 did not immediately effect the
local economy. But Rowan County's farmers did suffer financially from the devastating
drought that hit this region in 1930. That drought not only affected the farmers but
Morehead's water supply. There was an extreme water shortage that resulted in water
being shipped into Morehead via the C&O and Morehead and North Fork Railroads.
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East Second Street that never did go dry. He provided water to many neighbors whose
wells had gone dry.
J;A c YJ. b G-Q rl
_ :5 ~ II<-~ -·_ 70 p~ _t- _l f!:Ff-t.~
In the early 1930s, Farmers, Kentucky, formerly a booming sawmill town, was
one of the first communities in Rowan County to feel the effects of the great depression.
Records show that the town trustees in one of their first cost cutting measures refused to
accept their five dollars per month salary. Next, they cut the city marshal's salary to ten
dollars per month before reducing his salary to zero.
One reason for the Farmers, Kentucky, budget shortfall was the former trustees
were charged with malfeasance because they had over estimated the tax revenue.
However, those charges were quickly dismissed because it was determined that the
drought and depression had caused the budget shortfall.
By 1934, the effects of the depression became more widespread and soon affected
every area of government services. The County Board of Education, facing a critical
budget shortfall, reduced Superintendent Roy Comette's salary from $175 per month to
$100. It caused quite a family conflict when board member, Jesse Boggess, Roy
0

Comette's brother-in-law and school board member, made the motion to reduce Rfiy's
salary. Also, tg

ar the Board abolished the janitor's job in the Haldeman School and

required teachers to keep the building clean. Also, senior teache}:Sat Haldeman and
Morehead High School were required to serve as assistant principals without pay. Fewer
teachers were hired that year and those that were employed were required to take large

2

-.

class loads for their $40 per month for nine months. Also there were months the School
Board could not make their payroll and teachers had to wait for weeks for their checks.

-

~

Fortunately, local banks would "discount" ~

checks by signing them over to the bank. ~~

they would receive the cash immediatelY, by paying a $1 check cashing fee. All of the~ e..

.-, "check discount" place~ thin} ~are doing something new. But it certainly is a
sign of a depressed economy when those discount check stores flourish.
Q.hl#"" r,.\

T~i ~Flscal Court attempted to cut the cost of county government through
reduction of services and,: It tightening procedures. Since there was no central county

discovered that thousands of tax dollars had been spent the past few years for road
graders and scrapers and some of the equipment could not even be found. Some former
employees even claimed ownership of road equipment that was bought and paid for by
county taxes. Also, county equipment was often used on private property. It could be
said that one good thing to come out of the great depression was greater accountability
by local government.
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The great depres; i~n precipitated a "catch 22" downward spiral in the economy.
It made a bad situation even worse because with fewer people employed, there was less
money to spend. Less spending resulted in fewer sales. Fewer sales resulted in less
employees resulting in a vicious downward economic cycle. Also, that was before
income tax, sales tax, occupational tax and many other specific taxing entities, e.g.

3

Library and Health Department taxes. Therefore a depressed economy in today's world
~ ~

would even ~ e devastating to government services. Many land owners lost their
r /
~
b-1"
land because they could not pay their taxes. My Dad
property fluring that era,

/};;f'/ ...,

but my grandfather had to mortgage his farm every year to pay the taxes.
As the economy spiraled downward during the early 1930s, local businesses
began to feel the effects. Most businesses were forced to retrench in staff and salaries.
The owner of the Red Rose Dairy where my father worked, had to let him go in order to
give a job to his brother. With no unemployment insurance, government support or jobs,
millions of people in this nation were unemployed and begging for work. They were
willing to do any kind of work. People in Rowan County were too proud to beg, but not
too proud to steal or make moonshine. As the great depression deepened, this writer can
recall many hypothetical discussions revolving around the question, if your family was
7l ~
v~
c.,....-a........,
~ ,, - \..H"'irl~
'-A>-. .:r..~:::...._, -,.f /""-1':J--'
'Y")
starving would you steal?
&.--'41-·""'
r4m
ff\. bVf /31 C
/J-f tlf
It was a time when young married couples with children moved back in with
parents and grandparents. When this writer's dad lost his job, we had to move back to
the farm with my grandparents. Also, Janis Caudill (my wife) said when her dad lost his
job on the C&O Railroad, they also had to move back with her grandparents who lived
on Fifth Street at that time. But not only did families help families, neighbors helped
neighbors during the era of the Great Depression. This writer recently visited an elderly
gentleman in the hospital and when he found out that my grandfather was John Ellis who

4

'

;.AV
used to own a farmr the Licking River Valley, he said with tears in his eyes, "Our
family would have starved to death during the depression if it had not been for your
grap.dfather. He provided us with meat, milk, fruit and vegetables, and, on occasion, a
job to buy sugar and salt." The great depression brought families and neighbors together
in a common battle of survival during the toughest economic times this nation ever faced.
The factory towqSof Haldeman and Clearfield were much better of than many
other areas of Rowan County. Even though those brick and tile factories operated on a
very limited basis, they still managed to provide one or two days work each week for
many men. With that income and their own small farms and gardens, they were able to
get by until help came from the nation's capital. ¥n1 llllter.
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en about the Great Depression.

that is not the / . ~

"depression" one has when he doctor writes you a presc · tion for a mood enhancing
drug. That kind of "depressio\ i~ defined in the dicti

ary as a "psychotic disorder

marked by feelings of sadness, d~ ction, inactivity, nd lowering of vitality. However,
that is a good definition of how mi ions of Ameril felt in the 1930s following the
collapse of the stock market and this ation's

ef

omy. But there was no mood

enhancing drugs for those who lived th ough .those trying times.

"'

The economic calamity called the ' , reat Depression" that struck this nation in the
late 1920s and the 1930s has usually beep v · wed from a national perspective, just as
WW II is usually viewed from an intedationa
billions of dollars and millions of pe

erspective. Statistics are quoted iii the

Howe er, with that perspective, one can lose

sight of the individual and personal uffering and s crifices during that tragic time in our
nation's history.
What follows is an attemp to focus on a single Appalachian County in the
heartland of America. That will elp to personalize so e of the events of the Great
Depression. Rowan County, witA a population of 12,00f, is located in the eastern section
of KenID;cky. It could be consider~

ical of the Appalachian section of America. Its

county seat is Morehead, the site of Morehead State College. (

1

Q,,,.~ l~oo1r.,v·"•

Drought and Depression Devastate Economy
Because Rowan was basically an agricultural economy, the Great Depression that
hit the nation as a result of the stock market crash of 1929 did not immediately affect the
local economy. But Rowan County's farmers did suffer financially from the devastating

drought that hit this region in 1930. That drought not only affected the farmers, but
Morehead's water supply. There was an extreme water shortage that resulted in water
being shipped into Morehead via the C&O and Morehead and North Fork Railroads.
That year with practically no city water, residents had to depend on a few private
wells. Also, water that was shipped into Morehead via the railroad was stored in a large
tank in the middle of town. Residents would bring their buckets there or to a neighbor's
well for their water.;/

----

indsay Caudill, this writer's father-in-law, had a well on his property on East

Second Street that never did go dry. He provided water to many neighbors whose wells
had gone dry during that era.

Local Governments First to Feel Effects
In the early 1930s, Farmers, Kentucky, formerly a booming sawmill town, was
one of the first communities in Rowan County to feel the effects .of the great depression'. ·
Records show that the town trustees, in one of their first cost cutting measures,
refused to accept their $5 per month salary. Next, they cut the city marshal's salary to
$10 per month before reducing his salary to zero.
One reason for the tiny town of Farmers budget shortfall was the former city
trustees were charged with malfeasance because they had over estimated the tax revenue.
However, those charges were quickly dismissed because it was determined that the
drought and Depression hfld caused the budget hortfall.
L""
~C H~b !,,._ ~\O ·}.l~~-~ ~J?-~'i>z TO (l,-_fJ?CN:.-f __:,~y,1l~ 1_,)1
By 1934, the ef ects of the Depression became more widespread ano soon affected
every area of government services. The County Board of Education, facing a critical
budget shortfall, reduced Superintenden~Roy
. ette's salary from $175 per month to

-----

$100. (Teachers salaries were reduced

50 fKI 1a1tth-~
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-rtcaused quite a family conflict when board member, Jesse Boggess, R~y
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Comette's brother-in-law and school board member, made the motion to redu';? salt ry.
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Also that year, the Board abolished the janitor's job in the Haldeman High School and
required teachers to keep the building clean.

.,,;p

s- nior teachers at-Hafae:rr:nrn and-Morehead High School were required to serve as
assistant principals without pay. Fewer teachers were hired that year and those that were
employed were required to take large class loads for their $40 per month for nine months.
Classes were crowded with 50-60 in a class.
There were months the School Board could not make their payroll and teachers
had to wait for weeks for their checks. Fortunately, local banks would "discount" their
checks by signing them over to the bank, then they would receive the cash immediately
by paying a $1 check cashing fee.
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.-,llosecheck discount placesthink they are doing something new. But it certainly
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is a sign of a depressed economy when those discount check stores flourish. ~
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Rowan Fiscal Court attempted to cut the cost of county government through

reduction of services and felt tightening procedures. ,:/
ince there was no central county garage, county employees were taking
equipment home with them. As a result, it was discovered that thousands of tax dollars
had been spent the past few years for road graders and scrapers and some of the
equipment could not even be found.

··/

Some former employees even claimed ownership of road equipment that was
bought and paid for by county taxes. Also, county equipment was often used on private
property. It could be said that one good thing to come out of the Great Depression was
greater accountability by local government.
People Lose Jobs -:- Go Hungry _, i
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The Great Depression precipitated a "catch 22" downward spiral in the economy.

It made a bad situation even worse because with fewer people employedd here was less
money to spend. Less spending resulted in fewer sales. Fewer sales resu'Ited in less
employees causing a vicious downward economic cycle.
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~ Therefore a depressed economy in today's world would even by made devastating

to government services. Many land owners lost their land because they could not pay
their taxes. _

1

This writer's father did not own any property during that era, but my grandfather
had to mortgage his f~rm eve~y-year_: o pay the taxe~ /
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As1he economy spiraled downward during the early 1930s, local businesses began
to feel the effects. Most businesses were forced to retrench in staff and salaries. The
owner of the Red Rose Dairy where my father worked, had to let him go in order to give
a job top.is brother.

1
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ith no unemployment insurance, government support or jobs, millions of people
in this nation were unemployed and begging for work. They were willing to do any kind
of work.
People in Eastern Kentucky were too proud to beg, but not too proud to steal or
make moonshine. As the Great Depression deepened, this writer can recall many
hypothetical discussions re~

ing aro ,nd the question, if your family was st~

~ made moonShine, others made molasses, ds-hcrops
,.,<~ v v - r - }
~-~ ~ )/ti....,
duri~g the Depression.~ l~ f ~ ~ ~ l"q- ~
yV---tnyv.j-,.lA.c/cy~

would you steal?
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Families Moved Back Together

It was a time when young married couples with children moved back in with
parents and grandparents. When this writer's dad lost his job, we had to move back to
the farm with my grandpare ts. Also, Janis Caudill (my wife) said when her dad lost his
job on the C&O Railroad, they also had to move back with her grandparents.t:i'Y-- r::,~
I
~
ot only did families help families, neighbors helped neighbors during the era
of the Great Depression.

4

~·

In-the year 2000, this writer visited an elderly gentleman in the hospital and when
be found out that my grandfather was John Ellis who used to own a farm along the
Licking River Valley, he said with tears in his eyes, "Our family would have starved te
•
• death during the Depression if it had not been for your grandfather. He provided us with
meat, milk, fruit and vegetables, and, on occasion, a job to buy sugar and salt." That was.•
true of many, many families during that era.
The Great Depression brought families and neighbors together in a common battle
of survival during the toughest economic times this nation ever faced.
The factory tow of Haldeman and Clearfield were much betteri

than man;r

other areas of Rowan County. Even though those brick and tile factories operated on a
very limited basis, they still managed to provide one or two days work each week for
many men. With that income and their own small farms and gardens, they were able to
barely get by. Help was a long time coming in the form of President Roosevelt's New
•
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ast'' to many Rowan Co l tians
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"s the Haldeman
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communi

Christmas.
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Everyone in Haldeman and

f

I

If\-~ N '-'v 'fl'-

that area of Rowan County looked forward every

year to the H:iW:ilQIRaA Holiday Community Christmas Pro
1930s a large tree was broug),.l
J

Each year during the

to the little village where the ecorations were waiting

J

to be hung on the tree by thtf'children. It was decorated by chil en an~ adults and, on
1
.

. /

.

b c~~u\\

Christmas Eve, all the wi~~-eyed children gathered around the be~ tjrut·d , orated tree.r~ •"-,!L.•-r'
breathlessly ' ~ for Jp lly Old St. Nicholas to arrive with present for
disappoiuted them and

tfe lives of the children growing up i ~

\

30s

\

wa!

brightened every year when Santa Claus arrived in Haldeman.
The Haldeman community Christmas event was a major event in the lives of the
people in that community and the entire county. Many people from other areas of Rowan
County were also invited to attend and enjoy that annual event. The program was
.
~
generously sponsored each year b~ L.P. Haldeman and the employees of the Haldeman
Fire Brick Company. Those 1930s days of the community Christmas programs in
~

Haldeman are one of the '

.

-

of the joy and happiness it brought into their lives.
.
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shows at the Cozy Theater to~ ildren
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·9:3.Qs was the annual free movie

Morehead and Rowan County. It was

sponsored by theater owners Hartley Battson and H.C. Willet. Every year the small
theater was always crowded with noisy happy excited children. Many who attended had
never before seen a movie and were doubly excited. Most years the Cozy was so
crowded that two showings were necessary to accommodate the crowd.
Although it was not required, Mr. Battson and Mr. Willet suggested that each child
bring a Christmas gift and drop into a large barrel in the lobby. Practically every child
brought a gift and two large barrels of gifts were collected and turned over to the local
women's clubi and the Red Cross to distribute tg many children in the county who might
'I
(Se.t..
d.so
not otherwise receive a gift. ltiill~owan County News editol; complimented the

//

people of Morehead for their generous Christmas spirit in an editorial dated December
19, 1930.

Morehead and Christmas Spirit

Speaking of the spirit of Christmas, the spirit of giving,
the spirit of carrying joy and gladness into the lives of those

;i

unfortunate children who, through no fault of their own are
unable to enjoy the season, the people of Morehead have a
right to be proud of themselves for the remarkable gift barrels
they filled at the Cozy theater on Monday evening. The
announcement was made through the columns of this paper
once, that the management of the Cozy was giving their
annual free show on that evening and requesting that all who
attended the show, bring with them some little package, some
old toy or article of clothing that would serve to make happy
the heart of a child, who otherwise might not be able to en· oy
Christmas. ~
~
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The re"sponse was truly wonderful. Instead of a small
barrel of gifts, the most expected, there was not only a large
barrel full, but a large box full as well. Every gift was
wrapped in Christmas paper and tied with Christmas ribbon,
thus carrying out in detail the thought that makes Christmas
the happy season it is. And not all the gifts were old. Many
of the great hearted had gone to the stores and purchased
gifts, new toys, new stockings, new clothing.
It was the spirit ofi r~o d time Christmas that
prevailed, a spirit that in the rush and hurry of modem lifi
more or less been forgotten or overlooked. And as such ~~ ~
1

Christmas to remember. For if this season has a lesson for
anyone, worthy of the learning, it is the lesson of
unselfishness, the lesson of charity. And it would seem that
Morehead and Rowan County have learned the lesson well.

I/

Whether you brought a gift or received a gift, those free Cozy Christmas Movies
remain a "Ghost of Christmas Past" to many Moreheadians .

..f..
and government ghosts. It was that year that many Morehead businesses were predicting
improved sales over the past few Chri tmases. Employment at the Clearfield and
;,,.,,, I

)

Haldeman Factories was..strtmg, and of course, the College provided a sound base to the
local economy. Also, over 400 men had been employed under the new Works Program
Administration (WPA). Those men were put to work building schools, roads and voting
booths. That outlook caused local business to increase their inventory and hope for
better Christmas sales than during the past years. Those local businesses included
Bruce's 5&10 Cent Store, Golde

'

71RJ

rt

'
n1, A.B. McK«nney's,
Blair Brothers

Department Stores and the Morehead Dispensary (liquor Store). Also C.E. Bishop Drug
Store, Hartley Battson Drug Store, Dixie Grill, Carr-Perry Motor Company and Midland
Trail Garage were all looking forward to strong Christmas sales.
In 1935 local department stores were pushing feminine gifts such as gloves, bags,

silk padded robes, scarfs, umbrellas, lingerie, and collars with cuffJ sets. Highly
advertised men' s gifts included: corduroy britches, gum boots and leather boots. Most
gifts in the mid- l 930s were practical and much needed apparel by both men and women.
(!'o 1 "t/ e ;/ J.. c )4
1
Politics were very much in evidence during the 1935 Christmas season, Albert B.

were among the 25,000 who attended that event in Frankfort, as the new governor offered
hope for the future. The 37 year old governor and his Lt. Governor, Keen Johnson, were
sworn in on December 15, 1935 by William Rogers Clay, Chief Justice of Kentucky.
The new governor wasted no time in cleaning house in Frankfort and throughout the state
by calling for the resignation of hundreds of people including some members of the
Morehead College Board of Regents who had been appointed by previous Governor
Ruby Lafoon. (It was a black Christmas for those fired employees.)
£ f c L J\J
t
_ .J
.••/2 ~ W ~
There was a contested election in Rowan County during the 1935 Christmas
~ }l ut )1'p(lr°"'
seasonl C.C. Jennings had defeated J.J. Thomas for County Judge by 81 votes. Mr.

V

Thomas contested the election and hired Mt. Sterling attorney W.L Hamilton to represent
him. Mr. Jennings hired local attorneys Claude Crosthwaite and W.E. Proctor to
represent him. The contest did not prevail and Mr. Jennings was declared the winner.
'f Gt) c:i
~ I· /2-o tr?.f- l't£!)1 /7-,, , lt-&U
'A-tJi ff
"Ghosts of7
istmas Past'' in Rowan county in 1940 included war w orry, saving;-

~n..

from Christmas Clubs, tobacco sales, and nativity Christmas pageants. It was the year the
economy seemed to improve in Rowan County. That year the Citizens Bank announced

at an earlier date
rices were generally better than a year ago, but less
than was expected by most farmers.
e local armers received near top prices on the
markets. Willie Anderson, of Waltz community, received
$24.86 a hundred for 2,035 pounds sold December 10. ~ ~ i-.!>
crop was not all marketed/mt the 6,800 pounds sold averaged
about $21.00.
R.A. Decker, also ofthe Waltz community, sold 1,172
pounds for even $24.00 per hundred. Mr. Decker's son sold
294 pounds for $19.50 from the same farm.
George Williams and tenant, Othie Springer, of
Triplett community, received $21.68 for 1,398 pounds. Emil
Brown of Minor sold his crop of about 1,200 pounds for
$21.00. Farmers were generally satisfied with the prices
received at the Huntington, W.V~fllarket.
A very real "Ghost of Christmas Past" in 1940 was the war clouds that gathered
over Europe, Britain, and Russia as those nations were involved in an all out war with
Nazi Germany. Also, Japan was fighting with Korea and China. Most people in the U.S.
were apprehensive about the U.S. becoming involved in a war. Perhaps because of that
war worry, many Moreheadians returned to the church and the basis for Christmas

,,~.Fifthe birthday of Christ.
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In 1940 the re was-areium to a Biblical Christmas. Christmas .that year was a

return to a celebration of the Birth of Christ. One example was the Morehead Christian
Church's presentation of an extravagant nativity pageant with that included a cast of many
local Moreheadians.

"The Nativity," one of the most beautiful Christmas
Pageants was presented in the auditorium of the Christian
Church, Sunday evening, December 22, 1941, at 7:30 o'clock.
The Nativity Service was composed entirely of
scriptural selections, arranged in dramatic form on the plan of
a mystery play, picturing the Bible story of the Nativity and
accompanied by Christmas Carols. It was a wonderfully
unique and impressive service, having been produced in

\

thousands of churches throughout the nation.
There were four scenes in the pageant as follows:
"The Temple"; "The Annunciation"; "The Shepherds"; and
the "Nativity." The cast included Mabel Carr as Mary,
Walter Carr as Joseph, Frances Peratt as Gabrie~ Richard
Dougherty as Zacharias, Jam~

nolds, Talmadge Cline,.

ct1tcl

Thomas Powers as Shepherds,p m ~ Lyons, Leo Davis
Oppenheimer, Robert Hogge as Wise Men, and the Morehead
Christian Church Choir under the leadership of L.E. Blair as
the Heavenly Host.
The Pageant was directed by Mrs. E.D. Williams and
Mrs. A.E. Landolt, both of whom are widely experienced in
play production. Mrs. H.L. Wilson assisted in the music.
The service seemed to have a lasting impression on all
1
who saw it. 1
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In 1940 all the children in the Rowan County schools had to go to school right up
to Christmas Eve. The schools in Rowan County had their Christmas Programs on
Christmas Eve, December 24. Following their programs, they were dismissed until
December 30th. They also were not out of school on New Years Eve or New Year's Day.
That was not only a "Ghost of Christmas Past" for many Rowan County School children,
but it would be a nightmare for many of today's school children.
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MOREHEAD MEMORIES - PEOPLE AND PLACES
THE GREAT DEPRESSION: ROWAN COUNTY, II
BY
,JACKO.ELLIS
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In the summer of 1932 with the nation in the"f: ls of a depression, there were
--eleven million men out of work. Families in Rowan County and throughout this nation
. were going hungry. Eleven thousand WWI jobless veterans marched on Washington,
D~-C., demanding a bonus for their military service in the Great War. (Some of that group
called Cox's Army camped at Rodburn overnight.) But acting on orders from President
Hoover, General MacArthur and Major Dwight Eisenhower's troops burned their
makeshift shanties and ran them out of town.
President Hoover was still optimistic about the economy and the financial crises
that faced the nation, and Congress established the Reconstruction Finance Commission.
The R.F .C. announced that loans of 49 million were being processed to help depressed
areas throughout the nation. By the end of 1932, $3,440 had trickled down to Rowan
County, but failed to make much of an impact. .
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- rhat fall President Hoover was overwhelmingly rejected by the American people
and Franklin D. Roosevelt was elected President. He carried all but six states with his
campaign promise to launch a frontal attack on the four horsemen of the Republican
leadership: '"The horsemen of Destruction, Delay, Deceit and Despair." Roosevelt
carried Rowan County 2,844 to 1,622.
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e CCC was

one of the most popular programs coming out of the New Deal. It provided employment
for young boys with an opportunity to w9rk and provide money for their families. The
Morehead CCC Camp had over 200 young men who fought forest fires, built roads,
bridges, and towers. Educational opportunities were also provided for the young CCC
recruits which also provided employment for unemployed teachers. Dozens of local boys
joined the CCC and were sent to other states as well as assigned locally to tlieit- camp.
Although the CCC Camp was the first of the New Deal programs in~wan
County, there were many others to make an impact upon the county. The city, county
and college had clear ideas of what they needed

f"'tu/1
.,ay soon those ideas began to materialize.

The Fiscal court built a county garage on Christy Creek to protect the county equipment.
The city soon received funds for a new sewer system and jail. Also, Morehead College

,A..if

'. t
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a new sewage systeITJ/t:~ vital to their needs which reinforced the city's request for

funds.
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In February, 1934, the Federal Emergency Relief Act sent 4,100 pounds of
smoked bacon into Rowan County. It was distributed to those hungry in the county
through the Fiscal Court. Other FERA activities included building three county roads.
➔

(Farmers to Sharkey, Open Fork to Haldeman and the Allie Young Highway past the
Qust)lberry Farm to Bluestone). By using a system of rotation, the road work provided
500 men with the dignity of a job and helped provide $]1a irer food for their family. Also,
F .E.R.A. provided workships that allowed 52 Morehead College students an opportunity
to continue their education.
By mid-year 1934, the Civil Works Administration arrived in Rowan County.
Unlike F.E.RA. The C.W.A. workers were actually on the federal payroll. That agency
took half of its workers from the relief (poverty) rolls and the other half from the
unemployed. Those workers did not have to be at the poverty level. The C.W.A. paid
the minimum wage of25 cents per hour. But most workers were part-time only.
lr{) fJtzr/t~ _ 1 ~ , oI) Et- f P v-i ,
lj t ~ p, " '-_'> flt!' No1 1 J:::..._
The RowmrC:-WA. office was located in the Courtfiouse an soon the Fiscal
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court approved several projects, e.g., remodeling the Courthouse (µrt was the first
remodeling that cut off part of the bell tower.) Other work involved a new county jail
and several road building projects. The C.W.A. provided most of the cost. The county
paid their portion by renting county trucks at 75 cents per hour and tractors and rock

crushers at $1.00 an hour. With little local cost, this made the program politically
attractive to the country leaders. However, President Roosevelt became alarmed and
feared the federal relief might become a habit to the political leaders and ordered the
program killed as soon as the danger of people starving in cold weather was over. By the
end of 1934, $250,000 had been spent in

wan (ounty on more federal programs. But

that was certainly not the end of t New Deal spending in Rowan County.
Accounting for the funds in the various alphabet agencies would certainly drive
any certified public accountant mad. President Roosevelt had almost wartime powers
and would turn agencies on and off like a water facet. So many times the agency that
began a project wasn't the one that finished it. The creation of the Works Progress
Administration in 1935 is a good case in point.
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The P:W:k.""prov1ded $255,000 for a new power plant m Morehead. It also

f

provided for four four-foot high dams on Triplett Creek. Also, others included $440,000
for a science building and a new men's dorm for Morehead State College. These old
programs were turned over to the Works Progress Administration (WPA) as new
projects. That was not unusual during the years of the Great Depression. The state was
also required to pay a certain percentage of the cost for the College building.
In 1935, the W.P.A. established a sewing center in the Rowan Courthouse at a
cost of $22,650 with the county paying $180. It taught people sewing as a job
opportunity. The city pf Morehead recejved $150,000 to complete the new sewer and

jail construction. The Superintendent of Schools received money to hire 25 teachers on a
part-time bases to file and prepare the life history of each child in Rowan County.
By the mid-1930s, the alphabet agencies out of Washington, D.C., was beginning
to make a positive impact upon Rowan County. Roads and bridges were being built,
buildings, power plants and a new infra-structure~ ~earing upon the landscape. But
above all, people were working again. Not just~ ~ u ~ c o n s t r u c t i o n
of institutions that would last-and gradually a light was appearing at the end of the
tunnel called the Great Depression.

I

CHAPTER I
The Great Depression: Preparation for War
"There arose a famine in the land"

(Ruth 1:1)

Much has been written about the Great Depression. But, that is not the kind of
"depression" one has when the doctor writes you a prescription for a mood enhancing drug.
That kind of "depression" is defined in the dictionary as a "psychotic disorder marked by
feelings of sadness, dejection, inactivity, and lowering of vital@

owever, that is a good

definition of how millions of America felt in the 1930s following the collapse of the stock
w ere
market and this nation's economy. But there was no mood enhancing drugs for those who
lived through those trying times.
The economic calamity called the "Great Depression" that struck this nation in the
late 1920s and the 1930s has usually been viewed from a national perspective, just as WW
II is usually viewed from an international perspective. Statistics are quoted in the billions
of dollars and millions of people. However, with that perspective, one can lose sight of the
individual and personal suffering and sacrifices during that tragic time in our nation's
history.
What follows is an attempt to focus on a single Appalachian County in the heartland
of America. That will help to personaliz~ ~ me of the events of,the Great Depression.
~ 1tt •p, · N;-tl ~
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Rowan Count~
a population o~ 12,000,.r located in the eastern section ofKentuck>') rJA'ft could be considered typical of the Appalachian section of America. Its county seat is

Morehead, the site of Morehead State College,,..v'll
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Drought and Depression Devastate Economy
Because Rowan was basically an agricultural economy, the Great Depression that
hit the nation as a result of the stock market crash of 1929 did not immediately affect the
local economy. But Rowan County's farmers did suffer financially from the devastating

)I
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principals without pay. Fewer teachers were hired that year and those that were employed
were required to take large class loads for their $40 per month for nine months. Classes
were crowded with 50-60 in a class.
There were months the School Board could not make their payroll and teachers had
to wait~weeks for their checks. Fortunately, local banks would "discount" their checks
by signing them over to the bank, then they would receive the cash immediately by paying
a $1 check cashing fee.{jii. today's economy, those check discount places think they are
doing something new. But it certainly is a sign of a depressed economy when those
discount check stores flouris~
The Rowan Fiscal Co rt attempted to cut the cost of county government through
reduction of services and ,

tightening procedures. Since there was no central county

garage, county employees were taking equipment home with them. As a result, it was
discovered that thousands of tax dollars had been spent the past few years for road graders
· and scrapers and some of the equipment could not even be found. Some former employees
even claimed ownership of road equipment that was bought and paid for by county taxes.
Also, county equipment was often used on private property. It could be said that one good
thing to come out of the Great Depression was greater accountability by local government.

People Lose Jobs - Go Hungry
The Great Depression precipitated a "catch 22" downward spiral in the economy. It
made a bad situation even worse because with fewer people employed, ~ there was
less money to spend. Less spending resulted in fewer sales. Fewer sales resulted in less

retJe.,,..

employees causing a vicious downward economic cycle. Also, that was before income tax,
sales tax, occupational tax1 and many other specific taxing entities, e.g. Library and Health
.-'\

Department taxes. Therefore a depressed economy in today's world would even be more
devastating to government services. Many land owners lost their land because they could
not pay their taxes. This writer's father did not own any property during that era, but my
grandfather had to mortgage his farm every year to pay the taxes. As the economy spiraled
3

downward during the early 1930s, local businesses began to feel the effects.

businesses were forced to }°trench in staff and salaries. The owner oft

Red ~o~se~

J.__

where mY. father w9rkec¥,had to h;t him go in order to give a job to h s brother.
·
f.>-- ~
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unemployment insurance, government suppo~ r jobs, millions of people in this nation
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were unemployed and beggirtg for work. They were willing to do any kind of work.
People in Eastern Kentucky were too proud to beg, but not too proud to steal or -1:.,o
make moonshine. As the Great Depression deepened, this writer can recall many
hypothetical discussions revolving around the question, if your family ~~ starving would
you steal

~
J;'(~t many
m
, ,. .a.. _d..,,.e,,,.nl.oonshine, others made molasses, ~ ~'ii,~ during the ~ /<,

t

Depression. ~ ~
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Families Moved Back Together
It was a time when young married couples with children moved back in with parents
and grandparents. When this writer's dad lost his job, we had to move back to the farm
with my grandparents. Also, Janis Caudill (my wife) said when her dad lost his job on the
C&O Railroad, and they also had to move back withher grandpare~~)
But n ot only did families help families, neighbors helped neighbors during the era of
the Great Depression. 1
In the year 2000, this writer visited an elderly gentleman in the hospital and when he
found out that my grandfather was John Ellis who used to own a farm along the Licking
River Valley, he sa&

ith tears in his eyes, "Our family would have starved to death

during the Depression if it had not been for your grandfather. He provided us with meat,
0
. an d vegetabl es, an d , on occasion,
.
. b~
b uy
c sugar
~
m1"lk , tirmt
a JO
/\re WAan d sa1t. " Th at was true of

many, many families during that era. The Great Depression brought families and
neighbors together in a common battle of survival during the toughest economic times this
nation ever faced.
The factory to ~ @f Haldeman and Clearfield were much better off than other areas
of Rowan County. Even though those brick and tile factories operated on a very limited
4
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basis, they still managed to provide one or two days\ ork each week for many men. With
/I

that income and their own small farms and gardens,
~

1/ · ere able to barely get by.

Depression GIMs111,of Christmas llalli

~ £ e p within the inner recesses of our minds are special memories we hold

vf2J

dear. Many of these memories revolve around holidays,~ especially Christmas _
holidays. One might think that growing up in the era of the Great Depression, tl~
~

~ ttld

w happy memories. However, we seem to forget the hard times and tend to remember
the happy times, especially some of those memorable "ghosts" of Christmas past.
One "Ghost of Christmas Past" many Rowan Countains hold dear in their heart is
the Haldeman j ommunity Christmas. It was one of the outstanding holiday events in
Rowan County during those otherwise drab ~pression years of the 1930s. There were
bands, school programs, concerts in the new high school auditorium, and, of course, gifts

Jiljlllrdistributed to the children. Music was provided by the 25-member band from the
new Haldeman Consolidated School.
Everyone· in Haldeman and in that area of Rowan County looked forward every year
to the annual Holiday Community Christmas Program. Each year during the 1930s, a large
tree was brought into the little village where the decorations were waiting to be hung on the
tree by the children. It was decorated by children and adults, and, on Christmas Eve, all
the wide-eyed children gathered around the beautifully decorated tree where they
breathlessly waited for Jolly Old St. Nicholas to arrive with presents for all. He never
disappointed them and the lives of the children growing up in Rowan County during the
bleak 1930s was brightened every year when Santa Claus arrived in Haldeman.
The Haldeman <eommunity Christmas~ was a major event in the lives of the
people in that community and the entire county. Many people from other areas of Rowan
County were also invited to attend and enjoy that annual event. The program was
generously sponsored each year by owner L.P. Haldeman and the employees of the
Haldeman Fire Brick Company. Those 1930s days of the community Christmas programs
5
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Early History
■

In the early 1930s,
Far~ers, Kentucky, formerly a booming sawmill
town, was .pne of the first
communities in Rowan
County t o f~~l the effects
of the Great'Depression.
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A Depressiori Christ-mas
By JACK ELLIS
Special to The Morehead
News

"There was a fam ine
in the land." (Ruth 1:1)
In looking at tthe1 lates\ pational news report~, it appears tliis nation is now officially in a
recession. The national
news also tens: us ithis
natiop t,as. been through
several ,iltices~iods in the
last fifty r sixty years. ·
But rarel doe~ one hear ·
the "D" wp 1d µ sed. That
word is "De ression "
' be
and you don't' have to
an economicil. guru to
know that 1~fcession is
bad, but no nearly as
bad as a de re sion . But
most agree hat the nation has gonfl thnougq.
only one "Gr!:)at epression".
With the nation l
econQ_my in a \re. ces ·ow,
and pelfaps }\elide into
a depres ion, ther7
so many n tidnaU nt rnational fi
es/ e.g. illions, yes, e;(r n trillio, s
of dollars andtllillion~ of
people unemploy~d. It is
difficult to underst~ nd
how it ~ ill affect us personally, our town or our
Christmas.
Jr': It has been said that a
) recession is when your

1

E

n eighbor is br@ke ·and

out of work, and a depression is when you're
broke and out of work.
B11t-1he stock market
crash in 1929 tet triggered the Great Depression did not affect Morehead and Rowan County
1
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amp es
. ,
in Rowan County. Camp A Mor-

and Moreh ead High
School were required to
serve as .assistant principals without pay. Fewer
teachers were hired that
year and those that were
employed were required
to take large class loads
for their $40 per month
for nine months. Classes
were crowded with 50-60
in a class.
There were months
the School Board could
not make their payroll
and teachers had to wait
_weeks for_their..checks .. _
Fortunately, local banks
would "discount" their
checks by signing t hem
over t o the bank, then
they would receive the
Busy activity along Haldeman's main street, 1929. Photo: Vern ita Beck- cash immediately by
er.
paying a $1 check cashing fee . (In today's econoThat vear with practi- ther-in-law, had a well
charges were quickly dis- my, those check discount

es. Therefore a depressed
economy· in today's world
would even be more devastating to government
services. Many land owners lost their land because they could not pay
their taxes. This writer's
father did not own any
property during that era,
but my grandfather had
to mortgage his farm
·
every year to pay t he
taxes. As the economy
spiraled downward during the early 1930s, local
businesses began to feel
the effects. Most businesses were forced to retrench in staff and
salaries. The owner of
the Red Rose Dairy
where my father worked
had to let him go in order to give a job to the
owner's brother. My
mother, a rural schoolteacher, taught school for
8 months a year at $40
per month. Therefore,
with no unemployment
insurance, government
support, or jobs, millions
of people in this nation
were unemployed and
begging for work. They
were willing to do any
kind of work.
People in Eastern
Kentucky were too proud
to beg, but not too proud
to st eal or to make
moonshine. As the Great
Depression deepened,
this writer can recall
many hypothetical discussions revolving
around the question, if
your family were starving would you steal?
Some did steal, many
made moonshine, others
-.norla rn"l"c,c,,:,c, t .n

P-At.

~~ti~~~ fi~~J;~:i~~;~~illions, yes, ;~n'trillions
of dollars andfqillionb of
people un mploye,_d. It is
difficult,.to undersb~nd
how it <vill affect us personally, our town or our
Christmas.
It has been said that a
recession is when your
neighbor is broke and
out of work, and a depression is when you're
broke and out of work.
B!lttrthe stock market
crash in 1929 N•t triggered the Great Depression did not affect Morehead and Rowan County
as much as the devastating drought on 1930.
That first gave Rowan
Countians the feelings of
"hard times". The situation was so critical that
Morehead had to have
wat~r shipped into town
via the C&O Railroad.
Local citizens had to go
to the railroad water
tank car to get their water.

r':

Busy activity along Haldeman's main street, 1929. Photo: Vernita Becker.
'
That year with practically no city water, residents had to depend on a
few private wells. Also,
water that was shipped
into Morehead via the
railroad was stored in a
large tank in the middle
of town. Residents would
bring their buckets there
or to a neighbor's well
for their water. Lindsay
Caudill, this writer's fa-
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ther-in-law, had a well
on his property on East
Second Street that never
did go dry. He provided
water to many neighbors
whose wells had gone
dry during that era.

Local governments
first to feel effects
In the early 1930s,
Farmers, Kentucky, formerly a booming sawmill
town, was one of the first
communities in Rowan
County to feel the effects
of the Great Depression.
Records show that the
town trustees, in one of
their fi·rst cost cutting
measures, refused to accept their $5 per month
salary. Next, they cut the
city marshal's salary to
$10 per month before reducing his salary to zero.
One reason for the tiny
town of Farmers' budget ·
shortfall was the former
city trustees were
charged with malfeasance because they had
over estimated the tax
revenue. However, those

charges were quickly dismissed because it was
determined that the
drought and Depression
had caused the budget
shortfall.
By 1934, the effects of
the Depression became
more widespread and
soon affected every area
of government services.
The County Board of Education, facing a critical
budget shortfall, reduced
Superintendent Roy Cornette's salary from $175
per month to $100.
(Teachers' salaries were
reduced to .$50 per
month. ) It caused quite a
family conflict when
board member, Jesse
Boggess, Roy Cornette's
brother-in-law and '
school board member,
made· the motion to reduce salary. Also that
year, the Board abolished-the janitor's job in
the Haldeman High ·
School and required
teachers to keep the
building clean. Senior
teachers at Haldeman

emp10yea were reqmrea .,_. ....,..J:-'J:-'V.._ " ) .._,,.._ J ...,,..._,.._,, ..._..._..,.._.._.._.,..._,...,..,.._,
to take large class loads of people in this nation
were unemployed and
for their $40 per month
begging
for work. They
for nine months. Classes
were crowded with 50-60 were willing to do any
kind of work.
in a class.
People in Eastern
There were months
Kentucky were too proud
the School Board could
to beg, but not too proud
not make their payroll
and teachers had t o wait to steal or to make
..weeks for their_checks._·- moonshine. As the Great
Fortunately, local banks Depression deepened,
this writer can recall
would "discount" their
many hypothetical dischecks by signing them
cussions revolving
over to the bank, then
around the question, if
they would receive the
your
family were starvcash immediately by
paying a $1 check cash- ing would you steal?
ing fee. (In today's econo- Some did steal, many
my, those check discount made moonshine, others
places think they are do- made molasses, to get
ing something new. But cash during the Depresit certainly is a sign of a sion. Tobacco did not
depressed economy when bring enough to pay to
take it to market at
those discount check
Maysville.
stores flourish.)
The Rowan Fiscal
Families moved back
Court attempted to cut
together
the cost of county govIt was a time when
ernment through reduction of services and belt · young married couples
,with children moved
tightening procedures.
Since there was no cen- 'back in with parents and
tral county garage, coun- grandparents. When this
writer's dad lost his job,
ty employees were takwe
had to move back to
ing equipment home
the
farm with my grandwith them. As a result, it
parents. Also, Janis
was discovered that
thousands of tax dollars Caudill (my wife) said
had been spent the past when her dad lost his job
on the C&O Railroad,
few years for road
graders and scrapers and and they also had to
move back with her
some of the equipment
could not even be found. grandparents. But not
Some former employees only did families help
even claimed ownership families, neighbors
helped neighbors during
of road equipment that
was bought and paid for the era of the Great Depression. In the year
by county taxes. Also,
2000, this writer visited
county equipment was
an elderly gentleman in
often used on private
property. It could be said the hospital and when he
found out that my grandthat one good thing to
father
was John Ellis
come out of the Great
who used to own a farm
Depression was greater
along the Licking River
accountability by local
Valley,
he saicj., with
government.
tears in his eyes, "Our
People lose jobs - go family would have
starved to death during
hungry
the
Depression if it had
The Great Depression
precipitated a "catch 22" not been for your grandfather. He provided us
downward spiral in the
with meat, milk, fruit
economy. It made a bad
situation even worse be- and vegetables, and, on
cause with fewer people occasion, a job so we
employed, there was less could buy sugar and
salt." That was true of
money to spend. Less
spending resulted in few- many, many families
er sales. Fewer sales re- during that era. The
Great Depression
sulted in fewer employbrought families and
ees, causing a vicious
neighbors together in a
downward economic cycle. Also, that was before common battle of surincome tax, sales tax, oc- vival during the toughest
cupational tax and ma ny economic times this naother specific taxing entities, e.g. Library and
See HISTORY on D-2
Health Department tax-
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tion ·ever faced.
The factory towns of
Haldeman and
Clearfield were much
better off than other areas of Rowan County.
Even though those brick
and tile factories operated on a very limited basis, they still managed
to provide one or two
days of work each week
for many men. With
that income and their
own small farms and
gardens, people were
able to barely get by.

A Depression Christmas
Deep within the inner recesses of our
minds are special memories we hold dear.
Many of these memories
revolve around holidays;
especially Christmas
holidays. One might
think that growing up
in the era of the Great
Depression, one would
have few happy memories. However, we seem
to forget the hard times
and tend to remember
the happy times, especially some of those
memorable~~
Christma
One'r-~
mas Past" many Rowan

breathlessly waited for
Jolly Old St. Nicholas to
arrive with presents for
all. He never disappointed them and the •
lives of the children
growing up in Rowan
County during the bleak
1930s were brightened
every year when Santa
Claus arrived in Haldeman.
The Haldeman Community Christmas was
a major event in the
lives of the people in
.that community and the
entire county. Many
people from other areas
of Rowan County were
also invited to attend
and enjoy that annual
event. The program was
The Ky. Firebrick Co. in Haldeman, Ky; operating at full capacity dur- generously~
· ns re
ing most of the 1930s. Photo: Vernita B. Becker and Russel Becker fam- each year b
.P.
ily.
Haldeman nd the employees of the Haldeman Fire Brick CompaCountians hold dear in
ny. Those 1930s days of
gifts distributed to the
during the 1930s, a
the community Christ- ,
their heart is the Halde- children. Music was
large tree was brought
man Community Christ- provided by the 25mas programs in Haldeinto the little village
man are some of the
mas. It was one of the
member band from the
where the decorations
outstanding holiday
new Haldeman Consoli- were waiting to be hung Merry Christis memories of many vblJ,,(1-events in Rowan County dated School.
on the tree by the childuring those otherwise
Everyone in Haldedren. It was decorated
~ bee se of
drab Depression years
man and in that area of by children and adults,
the joy and happiness
brought into ifi~ives.
of the 1930s. There
Rowan County looked
and, on Christmas Eve,
forward every year to
Another bright
were bands, school proall the wide-eyed chilChristmas memory in
grams, concerts in the
the annual Holiday
dren gathered around
new high school auditoCommunity Christmas
an otherwise dark Dethe beautifully decoratrium, and, of course,
Program. Each year
pression era was the aned tree where they

nual free movie shows
at the Cozy Theater for
the children of Morehead and Rowari County. It was sponsored by
theater owners Hartley
Battson and H .C. Willet. Every year the
small theater was always crowded with
noisy, happy, excited
children. Many who attended had never before
seen a movie and were
doubly excited. Most
years the Cozy was so
crowded that two showings were necessary to
accommodate the crowd.
Although it was not
required, Mr. Battson
and Mr. Willet suggested that each child bring
a Christmas gift and
drop into a large barrel
in the lobby. Practically
every child brought a
gift and two large barrels of gifts were collected and turned over to
the local women's club,
and the Red Cross to
distribute to the many
children in the county
who might not otherwise receive a gift. The
people of Morehead and
Rowan County did not
allow the Depression to
destroy their Christmas
spirit. .
c::.-l..t.M,J}~'-

The Morehead News to
reprint pictorial history
The Morehead News
will reprint a new version of A Pictorial History of Morehead and
Rowan County, Kentucky. The announcement was made today
by Rob McCullough,
publisher.
This book will be an
exact reprint of the library-quality hard
bound collectors' edition,
except it will be a digital printing and have a
soft cover. Originally

published in 2002 the
book will still feature 96
pages of old photos and
text depicting the people
and places of Rowan
County.
We have had requests
for copies in the past,
but not enough to
reprint our book. It took
200 or more orders to
reprint before.
Now with new technology, we can reprint
digitally in smaller
quantities'. So our book

will be available from
now on in this new format.
We feel where we live
is such a charming
place, so rich in history,
that people who did not
receive the book at the
first printing would like
a historical keepsake
such as this.
You may oraer a copy
by sending or bringing
in your payment now.
The price is $19.95 plus
$1.20 tax per-copy.

1

\

Students of the Week

Tilden Hogge Elementary Students of the Week (K - 3rd) Front Row:
Gracie Shy, Chris Ginn, Jade Kelsey, Haleigh Eldridge, Back Row:
Janae Graham, Ashton Hall.
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by Rob McCullough,
publisher.
This book will be an
exact reprint of the library-quality hard
bound collectors' edition,
except it will be a digital printing and have a
soft cover. Originally
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for copies in the past,
but not enough to
reprint our book. It took
200 or more orders to
reprint before.
Now with new technology, we can reprint
digitally in smaller
quantities. So our book

receive the book at the
first printing would like
a historical keepsake
such as this.
You may orcler a copy
by sending or bringing
in your payment now.
The price is $19.95 plus
$1.20 tax per-copy.
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Tilden Hogge Elementary Students of the Week (K- 3rd) Front Row:
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The book is an exact reprint thatcontains about 250 photographs iii 96 pages,
This bookwill 9e di~itally printedoJ170#textpa~rard p¢rfe(}t p()U,@Witll@
attractive soft lanrinated cover,malci1)g it a high quality book. ·
Ymnvill want a c<>py, not only foryourself, butforyourloved ones as well
Wh<1t great giftideafi:ir thosewhocaJlRow~nCountyh9me .....· ..... ....• · ·. •... ·.
Please fill outthe fortii be.low for the books you Wish to order: Ot atop by or
Qffice. Ify011 have !l'.ny qµ~fi9p.~,j11st call 606-78441 l~.
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OUT PLACE YOUR
ORDER TODAY!!!

$19.98 +tax

Our local heritage bas practically vanished... a life~style alive only in the memory our om
citizens. Your children will now have tl chance to le;m:1 aboutthe history of thyircity and
perhaps see son1e of their relatives in tliis one ofa kind book. . ..
.
Ide?'! for c9Hectots, Christmas gifts, history buffs and family history. This _boo~ witQ
more tnan 250 photographs, win be of library quality, printed on archival paper and bound
with a beautiful hard cover.
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Please erit¢r my order for: A Pi¢1DriaI I:Iistpry of Morehead and Rowan C'qtirity.,K¢ntu¢kf

_

.cq1yis) STANDARD EI)JtiON f $14.95 + $150tax

............ copy(s}LIMlTEJJ EIYITION@ S75.00 + $450 mx

Iannmcloslng paymenf in full.

ADDRESS _ __ .

CITY.....

I run enclosin,_i; paimrentirt full.

Pfoa* ship ii:ly oook(sJ to the ~ddress atright.
lhavll (!nclosedan add.itional$6.00tor each
booktobe shipped.
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MAI.LIO: The Morehead News

72'?, W.Ist

Motenea~. Ktn1µ¢ky 40351
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orehead
Ghosts of Christmas Past
By Jack D. Ellis
Special to The Morehead News

"Of these things put them
in remembrance." (2nd
Timothy 2:14)
T hi s writer wrote last
Christmas about some of the
"Ghosts of Christmas Past" for
many Moreheadians during
WW II . In thi s article, I'm
talkin g a bout "Ghosts of
Chri stmas Past" before WW
II .
Happy Haldeman
Christmas
One "Ghost of Christmas
Past" to many Rowan
Countians was the Haldeman
community Christmas . It was
one of the outstanding holiday
events in Rowan County, and
in the Haldeman community
during the 1930s. There were
band s, school programs,
con ce rfs in the new high
school auditorium, and of
course, gifts were distributed
to the children. Music was
provided by the 25-member
band from the new Haldeman
Consolidated School.
Everyone in Haldeman and
in that area of Rowan County
looked forward ever y year to
the
annual
Holiday
Community
Christmas
Program. Each year during
th e 1930s a large tree was
brought into the village where
the decorations were waiting
to be hung on the tree by the
•chiidren. It was decorated by
childre n an d adults and on
Christmas Eve, all the wideeyed children gathered around
the beautifully decorated tree,
breathlessly waiting for Jolly
Old St. Nicholas to arrive with
presents for all. He never

disappoint ed them an d the
lives of the children growing
up in the bleak 1930s was
brightened every year when
Santa Claus arrived m
Haldeman .
The Haldeman community
Christmas event was a major
event in the lives of the people
in that community and the
entire county. M a ny people
from other areas of Rowan
County were also invited to
attend and enjoy that annual
event . The program was
generous ly sponsored ea ch
year by L. P. Haldeman and
the
e mp l oyees
of the
Haldeman
Fire
Brick
Company. Those, 1930s days of
the community Christm as
programs in Haldem an a re
on e of the "Gho sts of
Christ ma s P ast" to many
Rowan Countians because of
the joy and h appiness it
brought into their lives.
Free movies for toys
Another
"Ghost
of
Christmas Past" during the
1930s was the an nu al free
movi e shows at th e Cozy
The ater to children fr om
Morehead and Rowan County.
It was sponsore d by the~ter
owners Harley Battson and H.
C. Willet. Every year the small
theater w as always crowded
with noisy, happy, excited
children. Many who attended
had never before seen a movie
and were doubly excited. Most
years the Cozy was so crowded
that two showings were
necessary to accommodate the
crowd.
Although it was not
required, Mr. Battson and Mr.
Willet suggested .t hat each
child bring a Christmas gift
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and drop into a large barrel in
the lobby . Practically every
child brought a gift and tw o
large barrels of gifts were
collected and turned over to
the local women's club and the
Red C ross to distribute to
many children in the county
who might not otherwise
receive a gift. Rowan County
News editor Jack Wilson
complimented the people of
Morehead for their generous
Christmas spirit in an
editorial dated December 19,

The respons e was truly
wonderful. Instead of a small
barrel of gifts, the most
expected, there was not only a
large barrel full, but large
box full as well. Every gift was
wr apped in Christmas paper
and tied with Christmas
ribbon, thus carrying out in
detail the thought that makes
Christmas the happy season it
is . And not all of the gifts were
old. Many of the great h earted
had gone to the stores and
purchased gifts, new toys, new
stockings, new clothing.
It was the spirit of the old
time
Christmas
that
prevailed, a spirit that in the
rush and hurry of modern life
has more or l ess been
forgo tten or overlooked. And
as such it is a Christmas to
remember. For this season h as
a lesson for anyone, worthy of
the learning, it is the lesson of
unselfishness, the l esson of
charity. And it would seem
t h at Morehead and Rowan
Co unty have learned th e
lesson well."
Whether you bought a gift
or received a gift, those free
Cozy Christmas Movies
remain a "Ghost of Christmas
Past" to many Moreheadia'n s.
1935 - A very good year
"Ghosts of Christmas Past"
in Rowan C ounty in 1935
included political, busines s,
and government ghosts. It was
that year that many Moreh ead
busine sses were predicting

s ome old toy or article of
clothing that would serve to
1 a ke happy the heart o,f a
child, who otherwise might not
be able to enjoy Christmas.

improved sales over the past
few Christmases. Employment
at the Clea.r field and
Haldeman factories was
s trong , and of course, the
College provided a sound base
to the local economy. Also,
ov er 4 00 men had been
employ ed under the new
Works
Program
Administratipn (WPA), Those
men were put to work building
schools, roads and voting
booths . That outlook caused
local businesses to increase
their inventory and hope for
better Christmas sales than
during the past years. Those
local businesses included
Br uce 's 5& 10 cent s to re,
Goldes, A. B. McKinney's,
Blair Brothers Department
Stores an d the Morehe'ad
Dispensary (liquor store). Also
C.E . Bishop Drug Store,
Hartley Battson Drug Store,
Dixie Grill, Ca rr-Perry Motor
Company a n d Midland Trail
Garage were all looking
forward to Christmas sales.
In 1935 local department
stores were pushing feminine
gifts such as gloves, bags, silk
padded
robes,
scarfs, :;:
umbrellas, lingerie and collars -::
with cuff sets. Highly ·:
adve rti se d
men's
gifts
includ ed: corduroy britches;:.,'
gum boots and leather boots. ·
Most gifts in the mid-1930s
A

See GHOSTS on C-2

looked forward every year to
th e
annual
Holiday
Community
Christmas
Program . Each year during
the 1930s a large t ree was .
brought into the village where
the decorations were waiting
to be hung on the tree by the
children. It was decorated by
children and adults and on
Christmas Eve, all the wideeyed children gathered around
the beautifully decorated tree,
breathlessly waiting for Jolly
Old St. Nicholas to arrive with
prese nts for all. He never

It was sponsoreo by tne;ner
owners Harley Battson and H .
C. Willet. Ev~ry year the small and drop into a large barrel in
theater was always crowded the lobby. Practically every
with noisy, happy, excited child brought a gift and two
children. Many who attended l~rge barrels of gifts were
h ad never before seen a movie collected and turned over to
and were doubly excited. Most the local women's club and the
years the Cozy was so crowded Red Cross to distribut e to
that two showings were many children in the county
necessary to accommodate the who might not otherwise
receive a gift. Rowan County
crowd.
Although it was not News editor Jack Wilson
required, Mr. Battson and Mr. complimented the people of
Willet sugges ted that each Morehead for their generous
child bring a Christmas gift Christmas spirit in an
editorial dated December 19,
1930:
Morehead and
Christmas Spirit
"Speaking of the Spirit of
Christmas, the spirit of giving,
the spirit of carrying joy and
gladness into the lives of those
who unfortunate children who,
through no fault of their own
are unable to enjoy the season,
the people of Morehead have a
right to be proud of
themselves for the remarkable
gift barrels they filled at the
Cozy Theater on Monday
evening. The announcement
was made through the
•·
columns of this paper once,
~'- .
that the management of the
::··~h. ·: ~ -~ . _..;;..
Cozy was giving their annual
free
show on that evening and
Avanelle Eldridge photo
· Haldeman Brickyard sponsored community Christmas requesting that all who
program 1920s-1930s. The consolidated school was later attended the show, bring with
them some little package,
built where the house is located.
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Avanelle Eldridge photo
Haldeman Consolidated School Band provided music at the Annual Haldeman
Community Christmas program. (1930s) Back row, from left: Carl Stewart, Kenneth
Vencill, Dave Stinson, Earl Fisher, Ora Cline, Paul Petit, Mabel Leadbetter. Middle row,
from left: Luther Kegley, Lee Clark, Myrtle Pelphrey, (?), Forest Danner, Prentice Rice,
Velva Stamper,(?), Clarence Stinson, Howard Stinson, Glenn Vencill, Woodrow Harris,
Jack Danner, Witzal Rice, Jack Kelly. Front row, from left: George Bowen, Chester
Reeder, Fred Hayes, Claudie Brown, Sue Clark. Director: Emma Shader.
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"Ghosts ot cnristmas rasL
in Rowan Co unty in 1935 gum boots and leather boots. ·
included political, business, Most gifts in the mid-1 930s
and government ghosts. It was
that year that many Morehead
See GHOSTS on C-2
businesses were predicting ·
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s ome old toy or article of
clothing that would serve to
ake happy the heart of a
child, who otherwise might not
be able to enjoy Christmas .
I
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economyseemed to improve in
Rowan County. That year the
Citizens Bank announced they
paid more 'than $5,000 to
Christmas Club members.
Also that year tobacco brought
a better price, but it was much
lighter than the previous year.
Tobacco sales good in 1940
In 1940 Rowan County
farmers marketed their
tobacco early with most of the
crops selling before the
holidays. The dry weather
retarded progress in tobacco
grading which resulted in an
even greater amount of the
crop going to market at an
earlier date.
Prices were generally better
than a year ago, but less than
expected by most farmers.
Some local farmers received
near top prices on the
markets. Willie Anderson, of
Waltz community, received
$24.86 a hundr ed for 2,035
pounds sold Dec. 10. His crop
was not all marketed, but the
6,800 pounds averaged about
$21.
'
R. A. Decker, also of the
Waltz community, sold 1,172
pounds for and even $24 per
hundred . Mr. Decker 's so n
sold 294 p ounds for $19.50
from the same farm.
George Williams and
tenant , Othie Springe,r, of
Triplett community, received
Avanelle Eldridge photo $21.68 for 1,398 pounds. Emil
Haldeman Community Christmas tree - sponsored every Brown of Minor sold his crop
year by the Fire Brick Company and decorated by the of about 1,200 pounds for $21.
children and adults.
Farmer s were generally
satisfied with the prices
by
previous received at the Huntington ,
were practical and much appointed
needed apparel by both men governor Ruby Lafoon. (It was W.Va. market.
and women.
a black Christmas for those
A very real "Ghosts of
Political Christmas
fired employees.)
Christmas Past" in 1940 was
Politics were v,ery much in
Election contested in
the war clouds that gathered
Rowan
evidence during the 1935
over Europe , Britain and
Christmas season. Albert B.
There was a contested Russia as those nations wer
: "Happy"
Chandler was election in Rowan County involved in an all out war witli
;'. inaugurated new governor of during the 1935 Christmas Nazi Germany . Also , Japan
: <Kentucky.
Many season. In November, C.C. was fighting with Korea and
Moreheadians were among the Je,nnings had defeated J .J. China. Most people in the U.S.
' 25,000 who attended that Thomas for County Judge by were apprehensive a bout the
event in Frankfort, as the new 81 votes. Mr. Thomas U.S. becoming involved in a
governor offered hope for the contested the election and war. Perhaps because of that
future . The 37 year-old hired Mt. Sterling attorney war
worry,
many
. _governor and his Lt. Governor, W.C. H amilton to represent Moreheadians returned to the
· Keen Johnson, were sworn in him. Mr. Jennings hired local church and the basis fo r
Dec . 15 , 1935 by William attorneys Claude Crosthwaite Christmas . The birthd ay of
Rogers Cl:;i.y, Chief Justice of and W. E. Proctor to represent Christ.
Kentucky. The new governor him. The · contest did not
·Morehead Biblical
wasted no time in cleaning prevail and Mr. Jennings was
Christmas
house in Frankfort and declared the winner.
In 1940, there was a return
"Ghosts of Christmas Past" to a Biblical Chri stmas.
throughout the state by
calling for the resignation of in Rowan County in 1940 Cl}ristmas that year was a
hundreds of people including included war worry, savings return to the celebration of the
some members of the from Christmas Clubs, tobacco Birth of Christ. One example
Morehead College Board of sales and nativity Christmas was the Morehead Christian
Regents who had been pageants. It was the year the Church's prese ntation of an
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extravagant nativity pageant
that included a cast of many
local Moreheadians.
'"The Nativity,' one of the
most beautiful Christmas
Pageants was presented in the
auditorium of the Christian
Church, Sunday Evening, Dec.
22, 1941, at 7:30 o'clock.
The N a tivity Service was
composed entirely of scriptural
se le ctio ns, arranged in
dramatic form on the plan of a
mystery play, picturing the
Bible story of the Nativity and
accompanied by Christmas
Carols. It was a wonderfully
unique and impressive service,
having been produced in
thousands
of . churches
throughout the nation.
There were four scenes in
the pageant as follows: "The
Temple;" The Annunciation;"
"The Shepherds;" and the
"Nativity." The cast included
Mabel Carr as Mary, Walter
Carr as Joseph, Frances
Peratt as Gabriel, Richard
Dougherty as Zacharias,
James Reynolds: Talmadge
Cline and Thomas Powers as
Shepherds. Also Ollie Lyons, ·
Leo Davis Oppenheimer,
Robert Carr as Wise Men, and
the Morehead Christian
Church Choir under the
leadership of L. E. Blair as the
Heavenly Host.
The Pageant was directed
by Mrs. E .D. Williams and
Mrs. A.E. Landolt, both of
whom are widely experienced
in play production. Mrs. H .L.
Wilson assisted in the music.
The service seemed to have
a lasting impression on all
who saw it."
Few Christmas holidays in
1940
In 1940, all the children in
the Rowan County Schools
had to go to school right up to
Christmas Eve. The schools in
Rowan County had their
Christmas . programs on
Christmas Eve, Dec . 24.
Following their programs, .
they were dismissed until Dec.
30. They also were not out of
school New Year's Eve or New
Year's Day. That was not onl.r,
a "Ghosts of Christmas Past'
for many Row a n County
School children, but it would
be a nightmare for many of
today's school children.
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1. Solid' vinyl tilt-in replacement
windows for easy cleaning
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3. 7/8" Double-pane insulated glass.
4. Free estimates - Lifetime
Warranty.
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25,000 who attended that
event in Frankfort, as the new
governor offered hope for the
future . The 37 year-old
_governor and h is Lt. Governor,
· Keen Johnson, were sworn in
Dec . 15, 1935 by William
Rogers Clay, Chief Justice of
Kentucky. The new governor
wasted no time in cleaning
house in Frankfort and
throughout the state by
calling for the resignation of
hundreds of people including
some members of th e
Morehead College Board of
Regents who had been
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Thomas for County Judge by
81 votes . Mr. Thomas
contested the election and
hired Mt. Sterling attorney
W.C. Hamilton to represent
him. Mr. Jennings hired local
attorneys Claude Crosthwaite
and W. E. Proctor to represent
him. The contest did not
prevail and Mr. Jennings was
declared the winner.
"Ghosts of Christmas Past"
in Rowan County in 1940
included war worry, savings
from Christmas Clubs, tobacco
sales and nativity Christmas
pageants . It was the year the

vn r1stmas r-ve, ue\:. ~""F ollowing their programs, .
they were dismissed until Dec.
30. They also were not out of
school New Year's Eve or New
Year's Day . That was not only
a "Ghosts of Christmas Past''
for many Rowan Cou nty
School children, but it would
be a nightmare for many of
today's school children.

were appreh~n;ive about the
U.S. becoming involved in a
war. Perhaps because of that
war
worry,
ma ny
Moreheadians r eturned to the
church and th e basi s for
Christmas . The birth day of
Christ.
Morehead Biblical
Christmas
In 1940, there was a r eturn
to a Biblical Christmas
Christmas that year was a
return to the celebration of the
Birth of Christ. One example
was the Morehead Christian
Church's presentation of a
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DOUBLE-HUNG WINDOWS

PtctURE WINOOW
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GLIDER
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GLIDER WINDOWS

l-1.JTE GLIDER w/Of'TIONAL
COLONIAL MUNTNS

We also have Bay, Bow and Casement Windows
1. Solid. vinyl tilt-in replacement
windows for easy cleaning
2. Available in three colors, .white,
brown & beige.

3. 7/8" Double-pane insulated glass.
4. Free estimates - Lifetime
Warranty.

interize
first things to check. You
should keep spare fuses on
hand, particularly in the event
this breakdown occurs on
weekends or holidays.
If you have questions about
a particular heating or
insulation condition, contact
William E. Murphy at 270534 -6341
or
email
lwmurphy@engr. uky .edu.
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Song Book

GOLDEN RULE VINYL BUILDING PRODUCTS, Co.
"- ·4 ' . We are located .12 miles East of Flemingsburg,
~

2 miles beyond Wallingford off 559, watch for signs

PHONE: 606-845-8400 OR 1-800-737-0456 • ASK FOR ALVIN

EXCAVATE, CALL DELTA GAS!
NE NUMBER LISTED BELOW SERVING YOUR LOCATION
STATE ONE-CALL NUMBER 1-800-752-6007
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WINCHESTER CORPORATE OFFICE
· After Hours Telephone 1-800-262-2012
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NICHOLASVILLE DISTRICT OFFICE
Telephone (859) 885-4141
Counties Served
Fayette
Jessamine
Garrard

OWINGSVILLE DISTRICT OFFICE
Telephone (606) 67 4-2213 or
1-800-251-8477
Counties Served :
Bath
Menifee
Bourbon
Montgomery
Clark
Powell
Fleming
Robertson
Lee
Rowan
Mason

BEREA DISTRICT OFFICE
Telephone (859) 986-4291 or
1-877-986-4291
Counties Served:
Clay
Leslie
Estill
Madison
Jackson

MIDDLESBORO DISTRICT OFFICE
Telephone (606) 248-1845
1-877-335-0852
Counties Served:
Bell
Knox

CORBIN DISTRICT OFFICE
Telephone (606) 528-3611
1-877-629-6910
Counties Served:
Knox
Whitley
Laurel

ERGENCY 24 HOURS A DAY, CALL 1-800-432-0771
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Early History

■ Because Rowan was basically an agricultural economy, the Great Depression
that hit the nation as a re. sult of the stock market
crash of 1929 did not immediately affect the local economy.
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Morehead Memories:
The Great
Depression: ~owan County
.
.
By JACK ELLIS
Special to The Morehead

News
"There arose a famine
in the land." (Ruth 1:1)
What follows is a very
small section of Chapter
I in a book this writer
hopes to see published
about WW II. This chapter attempts.to show
how the Great Depression helped prepare
Americans for WW IL
Much has been written about the Great Depression. But, that is not
the kind of "depression"
one has when the doctor
writes you a prescription
for a mood-enhancing
drug. That kind of "de.pression" is defined in
the dictioiiary as a "psychotic disorder marked
by feelings of sadness,
dejection, inactivity, and
lowering of vitality."
However, that is a good
definition of how millions of America felt in
the 1930s following the
collapse of the stock
market and this nation's
economy. But there were
no mood-enhancing
drugs for those who lived
through those frying
times.
The economic calamity

Roy Cornette, Supt. of Rowan Schools during
the Depression years, had his salary reduced
from $175 to $100 per month. Notice the "modern" office located then in the courthouse. The
calendar on the wall says 1935, his second year
as Supt.

Saturday afternoon at the A&P in Eastern Ken
ion Wolcott.
called the "Great Depression" that struck this nation in the late 1920s
and the 1930s has usually been viewed from a
national perspective, just
as WW II is usually
viewed from an international perspective. Statistics are quoted in the
billions of dollars and
millions of people. However, with that perspective, one can lose sight of
the individual and personal suffering and sacrifices during that tragic

time in our nation's history.
What follows is an attempt to focus on a single Appalachian County
in the heartland of
America. That will help
to personalize some of
the events of the Great
Depression. Rowan
County, with a population of 12,000, is located
in the eastern section of
Kentucky. It could be
considered typical of the
Appalachian section of
America. Its county seat

is Morehead, the site of
Morehead State College
(University).

Drought and depression devastate economy
Because Rowan was
basically an agricultural
economy, the Great Depression that hit the nation as a result of the
stock market crash of
1929 did not immediately affect the local economy. But Rowan County's
farmers did suffer finan-

....

cially from the devastating drought that hit this
region in 1930. That
drought not only affected
the farmers, but Morehead's water supply.
There was an extreme
water shortage that resulted in water being
shipped into Morehead
via the C&O and Morehead and North Fork
Railroads.
That year with practically no city water, residents had to depend on a
few private wells. Also,

water that ,was shipped
into Morehead via the
railroad was stored in a
large tank in the middle
of town. Residents would
bring their buckets there
or to a neighbor's well
for their water. Lindsay
Caudill, this writer's fa. ·
ther-in-law, had ·a well
on his property on East
Second Street that never
did go dry. He provided
water to many neighbors

economy. But there were
no mood-enhancing
drugs for those who lived
through those frying
times.
The economic calamity

JllllllUilS UI people. nowever, with that perspective, one can lose sight of
the individual and personal suffering and sacrifices during that tragic
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whose wells had gone dry
during that era.

Local governments first
to feel effects
In the early 1930s,
Farmers, Kentucky, formerly a booming sawmill
town, was one of the first
communities in Rowan
County to feel the effects of
the Great Depression.
Records show that the
town trustees, in one of
their first cost cutting
measures, refused to accept their $5 per month
salary. Next, they cut the
city marshal's salary to
$10 per month before reducing his salary to zero.
One reason for the tiny
town of Farmers budget
shortfall was the former
city trustees were charged
with malfeasance because
they had over estimated
the tax revenue. However,
those charges were quickly
dismissed because it was
determined that the
drought and Depression
had caused the budget
shortfall.
School board forced to
reduce salaries
By 1934, the effects of
the Depression became
more widespread and soon
affected every area of government services. The
County Board of Education, facing a critical budget shortfall, reduced Superintendent Roy Cornette's salary from $175
per month to $100. (Teachers' salaries were reduced.
from $50 to $40 per
month.) It caused quite a
family conflict when board
member Jesse Boggess,
Roy Cornette's brother-inlaw and school board member, made the motion to reduce Roy's salary.
Also that year, the
Board abolished the janitor's job in the Haldeman
High School and required
t eachers to keep the building clean. Senior teachers
at Haldeman and Morehead High School were required to serve as assistant principals without
pay. Fewer teachers were
hired that year and those
that were employed were
required to take large class
loads for their $40 per
month for nine months.
Classes were crowded with
50-60 in a class.
There were months the
School Board could not

was before income tax,
sales tax, occupational tax,
and many other taxing en- ·
tities, e.g. library and
health departments.
Therefore, a depressed
economy in today's world
would even be made devastating to government services. Many landowners lost
their land because they
could not pay their taxes.
This writer's father did not
own any property during
that era, but my grandfather had to ·mortgage his
farm every year to pay the
taxes. As the economy spiraled downward during the
early 1930s, local businesses began to feel the effects.
Most businesses were
forced to retrench in staff
and salaries. The owner of
the Red Rose Dairy where
my father :worked had to
let him go in order to give
a job to his brother. With
no unemployment insurance, government support
or jobs, millions of people
in this nation were unemployed and begging for
work. They were willing to
do any kind of work.
People in Eastern Kentucky were too proud to
beg, but not too proud to
steal or make moonshine.
As the Great Depression
deepened, this writer can
recall many hypothetical
discussions revolving
around the question, if
your family was starving,
would you steal? Many did
steal or made moonshine;
others made molasses and
other cash crops during
the Depression. Tobacco
crops many times would
not even bring enough to
pay for hauling them to
market in Maysville, Ky.

Families moved back together .
It was a time when
young married couples
with children moved back
in with parents and grandparents. When this
writer's dad lost his job,
we had to move back to the
farm with my grandparents. Also, Janis Caudill
(my wife) said when her
dad lost his job on the
C&O Railroad, they also
had to move back with her

grandparents on Fifth
Street. Therefore, not only
did families help families,
but also neighbors helped
neighbors during the era of
the Great Depression.
In the year 2000, this
writer visited an elderly
gentleman in the hospital
and when he found out
that my grandfather was
John Ellis who used to
own a farm along the Licking River Valley, he said
with tears in his eyes,
"Our family would have
starved to death during
the Depression if it had
not been for your grandfather. He provided us with
meat, milk, fruit and vegetables, and, on occasion, a
job to buy sugar and salt."
That was true of many,
many families during that
era.
The Great Depression
brought families and
neighbors together in a
common battle of survival
during the toughest ~conomic times this nation
ever faced.
The factory town of
Haldeman and Clearfield
were much better off than
many other areas of
Rowan County. Even
though those brick and tile
factories operated on a
very limited basis, they
still managed to provide
one or two days work each
week for many men. With
that income and their own
small farms and gardens,
they were able to barely
get by. Help was a long
time coming in the form of
President Roosevelt's New
Deal and all of the alphabetic agencies. Also, looking at the Great Depression through the telescope
of time, one can see that it
was a time of preparing
people for the great conflict called WW II, which
was yet to come. It was an
era when Americans
learned to sacrifice and
live without many basic
necessities of life. All of
these facets of life would
be compounded during t he
years of WW IL

Give That SpeeialPenon ·
a Book About L~ad mstory & Heroes
. by .Jaek D. Ellis

Employees of th e Kentucky Fire Brick Company at Haldeman, Ky. with
Mr. Haldeman (center). These men were fortunate; they were able to
work on a part-time basis through the Depression years. P hoto: Vernita Becker.
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teachers to keep the building clean. Senior teachers
at Haldeman and Morehead High School were required to serve as assist ant principals without
pay. Fewer teachers were
hired that year and those
that were employed were
required to take large class
loads for their $40 per
month for nine months.
Classes were crowded with
50-60 in a class.
There were months the
School Board could not
make their payroll and
teachers had to wait for
weeks for their checks.
Fortunately, local banks
would "discount" their
checks by signing them
over to the bank, then they
would receive the cash immediately by paying a $1
check cashing fee. In today's economy, those check
discount places think they
are doing something new.
But it certainly is a sign of
a depressed economy when
those discount check stores
flourish. In the early years
of the Depression, Rowan
Fiscal Court attempted to
cut the cost of county government through reduction
of services and felt tightening procedures. Since there
was no central county
garage, county employees
were taking equipment
home with them. As a result, it was discovered that
thousands of tax dollars
had been spent the past
few years for road graders
and scrapers and some of
the equipment could not
even be found. Some former employees even
claimed ·ownership of road
equipment that was
bought and paid for by
county taxes: Also, county
equipment was often used
on private property. It
could be said that one good
thing to come out of the ·
Great Depression was .
greater accountability by
local government.

in with parents and grandparents. When this
writer's dad lost his job,
we had to move back to the
farm with my grandparents. Also, Janis Caudill
(my wife) said when her
dad lost his job on the
C&O Railroad, they also
had to move back with her

live without many basic
necessities of life. All of
these facets of life would
be compounded during the
years of WW II.

Give That Special Person ·
a Book About Local mstory & Heroes
.by Jack D. Ellis
Kentacky Memories: Reflections ofRowan
County. 450 pp; 200 photographs
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Patrw'ts and Heroes: Eastern Ky. Soldiers of
WWII. 412 pp; 85 photographs

Morehead Memori#: True Stories From Eastem
Kentucky. 592 pp; 100 photographs
Sigµed copies with a personal
Gift Card from X.W, Contact:
Jack D. ElJis
552 W. Sun Street, Morehead, KY 40351
.
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Available locally at the Coffee Tree Bookstore;
MSU Bookstore; St. Clairt: Gift Shop;
Mustard Seed; and B,µ~wm &. Assoc.

• Local rate includes Ro

an. Bath,

enifee. Morgan, Elliott, Carte.-,

Lewis, & Flerning Counties . All 0U1ers
in KY - $48.00. Outsid e KV - $51 .00 . .Loca.l & I n KY subscriptions i nclude
6%. .sales tax . Average postage per year: $11 .00

Website: JSFBOOKS.COM

People lose jobs, go
hungry
The Great Depression
precipitated a "catch 22"
downward spiral in the
economy. It made a bad situation even worse because
with fewer people employed, there was less
money to spend. Less
spending resulted in fewer
sales. Fewer sales resulted
in fewer employees, causing a vicious downward
economic cycle. Also, that
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The Great Depressio.,,,,: Rowan .County
and water _ shipped into
Morehead via the railroad and ·
stored in a large tank on the
"There was a famine in the corner of Bishop Avenue and
· Main Street : Residents would
land" (Ruth 1:1). ·
Much has been written bring their buckets there or to
about the Great Depression. a neighbor's well for their
·
However, this article is not water.
Lindsay
Caudill,
this
about the "depression" one has
when the doctor writes you a writer's fath er-in-law, had a
prescription for - a mood well on his property on · E ast
Second Street that never did
enhancer, such as Paxil.
go
dry. He provided water t o
That kind of "depression" is
defined by the dictionary as a many neighbors whose wells
psychotic disorder marked by .had gone dry.
feelings of sadness, dejection, Local g overnments first to
feel effects
inactivity and a lowering of
In the early 1930s, Farmers,
vitality.
But that was a good defini- Kentucky, formerly a booming
tion of how millions of sawmill town, was one of the
Americans felt in the 1930s fol- first communities in Rowan ·
lowing the collapse of the stock County to feel the effects of the
market and this nation's econ- Great Depression.
Records show that the town
omy. But, there was no mood
enhancing drugs for those suf- trustees,. in one of their first
fering through that Great cost cutting measures, refused
Depression. Rowan Countians, to accept their $5 per month
as well as Americans, did cope salary. Next, they cut the city
marshal's s-alary to $10 per
and survive that ordeal.
month before reducing his
Drought and Depression
salary to zero.
devastate economy
One reason for the Farmers,
Because Rowan was basical- ·
ly an agricultural economy, the Kentucky, budget shortfall was
Great Depression that hit the the former . trustees were
nation as a result of the st ock charged with malfeasance
market crash of 1929 did not because they h ad over estimatimmediately . affect the local ed the tax revenue. However,
economy. But Rowan County's those charges were quickly disfarmers did suffer financially missed because it was deterfrom the devastating drought mined · that the drought and
Depression had caused the
that hit this region in 1930.
That drought not only budget shortfall.
By 1934, the effects of the
affect ed the farmers, but
Morehead's water supply. Depression became more wideThere was an extreme water spread and soon affected every
shortage that resulted in water area of government services.
County
Boar d
of
being shipped into Morehead The
via the C&O and Morehead E ducation, facing a critical
and North Fork Railroads.
budget
shortfall, reduced
That year with practically Superintendent Roy Cornette's
By JACK D. ELLIS
Special to The Morehead News
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It caused quite a family conflict when board member,
J esse Boggess, Roy Cornette's
brother-in-law and school
board member, made the
· motion to reduce salary. Also
that year, the Board abolished
the janitor's • job in the
Haldeman .School and required
teachers to keep the building
clean.
·
Senior
teachers
at
Haldeman and Morehead High
.School were required to serve
as assistant principals without
pay. Fewer teachers were hired
that year and those that were
employed were required to
take large class loads for their
$40 per month for nine
months.
There were months the
School Board could not make
their payroll and teachers had
to wait for weeks for their
checks. Fortunately, local
banks would "discount" the
teacher's checks by signing
them over to the bank, then
they would receive the cash
immediately by paying a $1
check cashing fee .
All of these "check discount"
places think today they are
doing something new. But it
certainly is a sign of a
depressed economy when those
discount check .stores flourish.
The Rowan Fiscal Court
attempted to cut the cost of
county government throug4
reduction of services and belt
tightening procedures.
Since there was no central
county garage, county employees were taking equipment
home with them. As a result, it
was discovered that thousands
of tax dollars had been spent
the past few years for road
......... ,...~ n, ,-. c,
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Marion Post Wolcott photo
orghum making was a happy time during the Great
I epression. It provided a .c ash crop and a sweet taste.
~

. not even be found.
Some former employees
en claimed ownership of
r ad · equipment that was
ught and paid for by county·
t xes. Also, county equipment
as often used on private propty. It could be said that one
g od thing to come out of the
' reat . Depression was greater
a countability by local governent.
P.eople lose jobs - go hungry
The Great Depression precipitated a "catch 22" down-
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ward spiral in the economy. It
made a bad situation even
worse because with fewer people employed, there was less
money to spend. Less spending
resulted in fewer sales. Fewer
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about the Great Depression.
However, this article is not
about the "depression" one has
when the doctor writes you a
prescription for · a mood
enhancer, such as Paxil.
That kind of "depression" is
defined by the dictionary as a
psychotic disorder marked by
feelings of sadness, dejection,
inactivity and a lowering of
vitality.
But th at was a good definit ion of h ow millions of
Americans felt in the 1930s following the collapse of the stock
market and this nation's economy. But, there was no mood
enhancing drugs for those suffering through that Great
Depression . Rowan Countians,
as well as Americans, did cope
and survive that ordeal.
Drought and Depression
devasta te e conomy
Because Rowan was basical- ·
ly an agricultural economy, the
Great Depression that hit the
nation as a result of the st ock
market cr ash of 1929 did n ot
immediately . affect the local
economy. But Rowan County's
farmers did suffer financially
fro:rn the devastating drought
that hit this region in 1930 .
That drought not on ly
affected the farmers, but
Morehead's water supply.
There was an extreme water
shortage that r esulted in water
being shipped into Morehead
via the C&O and Morehead
and North Fork Railroads.
That year with pract ically
no city water, r esidents h ad to
depend on a few private wells

a ne1gh0or ·s Well 1 0 1 ~uca•
water.
Lindsay
Ca udill,
this
writer's fath er-in-law, h,ad a
well on his property on East
Second Street that · never did
go dry. He provided wat er to
many neigh bors whose wells
-h a d gone dry.
Local governments first to
feel effects
In the early 1930s, Farmer s,
Kentucky, formerly a booming
sawmill town, was one of the
first communities in Rowa n ·
County t o feel the effect s of the
Great Depression .
Records show that the town
trustees, . in one of their first
cost cutting measures, refused
to accept their $5 per month
salary. Next, they cut the city
marshal's s·alary · to $10 per
month before reducing his
salary to zero.
One reason for the Farmers,
Kentucky, budget shortfall was
the former trustees were
charged with malfeasance
because they h ad over estimat ed the tax revenue. However,
those charges were quickly dismissed because it was determined · that the drought and
Depression h ad caused the
budget shortfall .
By 1934, the effects of the
Depression became more widespread and soon affected every
area of government services.
The
Co unty
Board
of ·
Edu cation, faciilg a cr itical
budget shortfall, reduced
Superintendent Roy Cornett e's
salary from $175 per month to
$100.
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the janitor 's • job in t h e
Haldema n School a nd requir ed
teachers to keep the building
clean . .
Senior
teacher s
at
Haldema n and Morehead High
.School were r equired to serve
as assistant principals without
pay. Fewer teachers were hired
that year and those that were
employed wer e r equired t o
take lar ge class loads for their
$40 per m on th for nine
months.
Th ere were months t he
School Board could not make
their payroll and t eachers h ad
to wait for weeks for their
ch ecks . Fortun ately, local
banks wou ld "discount" the
teacher's check s by signing
them over t o the bank, then
they would r eceive the cash
immediately by paying a $1
check cashing fee .
All of these "check discount"
places think today they are
doing something new. But it
cer tainly is a sign of a
depressed economy when those
discount check .stores flourish.
The Row an Fiscal Cour t
attempted t o cut the cost .of
county government through
r eduction of services and belt
tightening procedures.
Since there was no centr al
county garage, county employees · were taking equipment
home with them. As a result, it
was discovered that thousands
of tax dollars had been spent
the past few years for r oad
graders and scrapers, and
some of the equipment could
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orghum making was a happy time during the Great
e pression. It provid ed a cash crop and a sweet taste.
. ot even be found.
Some former employees
ven claimed own er sh ip of
oad · equipment that was
bought and paid for by county·
t axes. Also, county equipment
was often used on private proprty. It could be said that one
ood thing to come out of th e
Great . Depression was greater
accountability by local government.
Peop le lose jobs - go hungry
The Great Depression precipitated a "catch 22" down-
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ward spiral in the economy. It
made a bad situation even
worse because with fewer people employed, ther e was less
. money to spend. Less spending
resulted in fewer sales. Fewer
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tional tax and many other specific taxing entities, e.g.
Library
and ·
Health
Department taxes.
Therefore a depressed economy in today's world would
even be more devastating to
government services. Many
land owners lost their land
because they could not pay
· their taxes.
My dad
did not own
any property during that era,
but my grandfather had to
mortgage his farm every year
to pay the taxes.
As. the economy spiraled
downward during the early
1930s, local businesses began
t o feel the effects. Most businesses were fo:r:ced to retrench
in staff and salaries. The
owner of the Red Rose Dairy,
where my father worked, had
t o let him go in order to give a
job to his brother.
With no unemployment
insurance, government support or jobs, millions of people
m this nation were unemployed ·and begging for work.
They were willing to do any

111vu11.::,11111c.

.n..:,

1.,.1.1c

, . .u . vu v

Depression deepened, this
writer can r ecall many hypothetical discussions revolving
around the question, if your
family was starving would you
steal? But many made moonshine, others made molasses,
as cash crops during· the
Depression.
·
Families move back
together
It was a time wh en young
married couples with children
moved back ·in with parents
and grandparents. When this
writer's dad lost his job, we
had to move back to the farm
with my grandparents. Also,
J a nis Caudill (my wife) said
when her dad lost his j ob on
the C&O Railroad , they also
had to move back with her
grandparents who lived on
Fifth Street at that time.
But not only did families help families, neighbors
helped neighbors during the
era of the Great Depression.
This writer recently visited
an elderly gentleman in the

ne saiu w1u1 Lean; n1 111:,; eye:,;,
"Our family would have
starved to death during the
Depression if it had not been
for your grandfather. He pro·vided us witli meat, milk, fruit
and vegetables, and, on occasion, a job to buy sugar and
salt."
The
Great
Depre~sion
brought families and neighbors together in a common battle of survival during the
toughest economic times this
nation ever faced.
The factory t owns ofi
Haldeman and Clearfield were
much bett er of than many
other areas of Rowan County.
Even though those brick and
tile factori es operated on a
very limited basis, they still
managed to provide one or two
days work each week for many
men. With that income and
their own small farms and gardens, they were able t o get by
until help came from the
nation's capital.

More later
.

'

bread, fresh cantaloupe, milk.
Thursday, Aug. 14
Spaghetti and Italian m eat
_sauce, tossed salad, yeast roll,
tropical fruit salad, milk.
Monday, Aug. 18 - Swiss
steak, mashed potatoes, buttered mixed vegetables, white
or wheat bread, vanilla pudding, milk.
Tuesday, Aug. 19 - Pork
chopette and gravy, Spanish
rice, buttered broccoli, biscuit,
pineapple chunks, milk.
Wednesday, Aug. 20 Roast beef and gravy, potato

Reunion set for
Ramey family
The Ramey reunion is
scheduled for Aug. 9 at the
h ome of H.T. (Pockets) and
Hildreth Ramey Curtsinger at
2825 Greenbend Road.
Bring a covered dish. Meal
time is at 1 p .m .

For the Best 'in Ldcal News and Sports,
Subsctjbe Today!
1

:::· Men who made "shine" risked running afoul of the law.

:=:: Photo sho_w s that fea~less revenuer from Rowan County
:~ .. (Lee Stewart) with a captured still. •

.

...,,...,,.,,., ..... '""'""' "'
40x64x10

.

$13,900

Built on Your Leve( Lot

(1 ) Sliding Door - (1) 3' Entry Door - #1 Painted Metal
Over 200,000 Ft. In Stock - Metal Cut In Length , Plus Cannon Ball
Track, Doors, Windows & Large Supply Of Trims

Monday-Friday 7:30am-5pm; Saturday 9am-1 pm
Located on Rt. 559 E. of Flemingsburg

1-877-845-8408

Fast Cash!!
For Southern Yellow· Pine Logs
4" - 8" Diameters
8ft or 16ft Lengths
Fence Post Quality

.Will Pay By Piece
or By Ton

800-445-7678
859-744-4431
Kentucky Wood Preserving
200 Magnolia Street
KENTUCKY Winchester, KY 40391
\f.,'i,,i,d Prd:rvlnx "Si11ce 1954"~ ' '-----
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Heritage Place senior citizen menu

During the Great Depression, tobacco was not a good cash
sales sometime wo~ld not pay the haul bill.

Great

From C-1

sales resulted in less employees resulting in a vicious
downward economic cycle.
. Also, that was before
income tax, sales tax, occupational tax and many other specific taxing entities, e.g.
Library
and ·
Health
Department taxes.
Therefore a depressed economy in today's world would
even be more deva.s tating to
government services. Many
land owners lost their land
because they could not pay
· their taxes.
My dad
did not own
any property during that era,
but my grandfather had to
mortgage his farm every year
to pay the taxes.
As . the economy spiraled
downward during the early
1930s, local businesses began
to feel the effects. Most businesses were fo:r:ced to retrench
in staff and salaries. The
owner of the Red Rose Dairy,
where my father worked, had
to let him go in order to give a
job to his brother.
With no unemployment
insurance, government support or jobs, millions of people
in this nation were unemployed ·and begging for work.
. . They were willing to do any

kind of work.
People in Rowan County
were too proud to beg, but not
too proud to steal or make
moonshine . As the Great
Depression deepened, this
writer can recall many hypothetical discussions revolving
around the question, if your
family was starving would you
steal? But many made moonshine, others made molasses,
as cash crops during· the
Depression.
·
Families move back
together
It was a time when young
married couples with children
moved back in with parents
and grandparents . When this
writer's dad lost his job, we
had to move back to the farm
with my grandparents. Also,
Janis Caudill (my wife) said
when her dad lost his job on
the C&O Railroad, they also
had to move back with her
grandparents who lived on
Fifth Street at that time.
But not only did families help families, neighbors
helped neighbors during the
era of the Great Depression.
This writer recently visited
an elderly gentleman in the

Monday, Aug. 4 - Chicken
patty, baked beans, broccoli
and cheese sauce, white or
wheat bread, chocolate ice
cream, milk.
' Tuesday, Aug. 5 - Roast
turkey with gravy, mashed
potato~s, green · peas, yeast
roll, fresh apple, milk.
Wednesday, Aug. 6 - Pinto
beans and ham bits , turnip
greens, golden hominy, cornbread, sugar cookie, milk.
Thursday, Aug. 7 - Hot
dog, macaroni and cheese,
sauerkraut, fruit cup, milk.
Monday, Aug. 11 - Ham
Marion Post Wolcott photo salad, macaroni salad, sliced
crop. With no price support, tomato, white or wheat bread,
peach crisp, milk.
Tuesday, Aug.
12
Cheeseburger, buttered carrots, lettuce, onions, tomato,
pickle, chocolate pudding,
hospital, and when he found milk.
out that my grandfather was
Wednesday, Aug. 13 John Ellis, who used to own a Baked chicken, dumplings,
farm the Licking River Val_ley, green beans, white or wheat
he said with tears in his eyes, bread, fresh cantaloupe, milk.
"Our family would have
Thursday, Aug. 14
starved to death during the Spaghetti and Italian meat
Depression if it had not been _sauce, tossed salad, yeast roll,
for your grandfather. He pro·- tropical fruit salad, milk.
vided us witli meat, milk, fruit
Monday, Aug. 18 - Swiss
and vegetables, and, on occa- · st eak, mashed potatoes, butsion, a job to buy sugar and ter ed mixed vegetables, white
salt."
'
or wheat bread, vanilla pudThe
Great
DepreEision ding, milk.
brought families and neighTuesday, Aug. 19 - Pork
bors together in a common bat- chopette and gravy, Spanish
tle of surv~val during the rice, buttered broccoli, biscuit,
toughest economic times this pineapple chunks, milk.
nation ever faced .
Wednesday, Aug. 20 The factory towns of Roast beef and gravy, potato
Haldeman and Clearfield wer
much better of than man
other areas of Rowan County
Even though those brick an
tile factories operated on
very limited basis, they stil
managed to provide one or tw
days work each week for man
The Ramey reunion is
men. With that income an
scheduled for Aug. 9 at the
their own small farms and gar· home of H.T. (Pockets) and
dens, they were able to get by
until help came from the Hildreth Ramey Curtsinger at
2825 Greenbend Road.
nation's capital.
Bring a covered dish. Meal
time
is at 1 p.m.
More later

Reunion set for
Ramey family

l

For the Best,'-in Local News and Sports,
Subscribe Today!

'

Au Gratin, stewed tomatoes,
white or wheat bread, peanut
butter cookie, milk.
Thursday, Aug. 21 - Oven
fried chicken, potato s·a lad,
creamy coleslaw, yeast roll,
banana, milk.
Monday, Aug. 25 - Sliced
ha m and raisin sauce, sweet
potatoes, winter mix vegetables, white or wheat bread,
pear halves, milk.
Tuesday,
Aug.
26

Meatloaf, steamed cabbage,
glazed carrots, cornbread, yellow cake with fudge icing,
milk.
Wednesday, Aug . . 27 Sloppy Joe, creamy coleslaw,
buttered
potatoes,
peach
slices, milk.
Thursday, Aug. 28 - Pork
cubes in gravy, navy beans,
cucumbers and tomato dressing, biscuit, strawberry ice
crea~, milk.

- cEf1.Uba, kernnr
1111111,~B u
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POST FRAME BUILDINGS
'

• Building Kits
• Trusses
• Metal Roofing
Starting At $30.95 Sq.

SUMMER BUILDING SPECIAL
24x4~x·1 0
$7~300
30x48x1 O
$8,400
40x64x10
$13,900
Built on Your Level Lot

(1) Sliding Door - (1) 3' Entry Door - #1 Painted Metal
Over 200,000 Ft. In Stock - Metal Cut In Length , Plus Cannon Ball
Track, Doors, Windows & Large Supply Of Trims

Monday-Friday 7:30am-5pm; Saturday 9am-1 pm
Located on Rt. 559 E. of Flemingsburg

1-877-845-8408

Fast Cash!!
For Southern Yellow· Pine Logs
4" - 8" Diameters
8ft or 16ft Lengths
Fence Post Quality

.Will Pay By Piece
or By Ton
800-445-7678
859-744-4431
Kentucky Wood Preserving
200 Magnolia Street
Winchester, KY 40391
"Since 1954' n'. .. ---
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SATURDAY, AUG. 16

Patty Loveless in concert
Patty Loveless in concert at the Paramount Arts
Center, Ashland at 8 p.m. Ticket prices are $30 •
$25 • $22 • $20: For additional information, or to
order tickets, call the Paramount Box Office,
Monday - Friday,:9 a.m. - 4 p.m. a_
t 606-324-3175.

MONDAY, AUG. 18

Democrat committee to meet
The Rowan County Democratic Executive
Committee will meet on Monday, Aug. 18, at 7 p.in.
in the fiscal court room on the second floor of the
Rowan County courthouse.
All democrats are invited to attend.

TUESDAY, AUG. 19

Sister Cities meeting
Morehead Sister Cities will conduct its regular
monthly meeting on Tuesday, August 19 at noon in
the conference room of City Hall. To be discussed
is a September visit of the Ulster Folk Orchestra
and attendance at the International Sister Cities
Convention in St. Louis the end of last month.

The view looking inside the door.

Blood drive at Perkins Center
The summer's night American Red Cross Blood
Drive will be held Tuesday, Aug. 19, at the Carl
Perkins Center, from 3-8 p.m.
The Rowan County Chapter of the American
Red Cross wjll sponsor the blood drive. This is a
special appeal drlve as blood inventories remain at
.
..
.
'

,,nnm1r

The artist with the view looking out the door.

I
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the conference room of City Hall. To be discussed
is a September visit of the Ulster Folk Orchestra
and attendance at the International Sister Cities
Convention in St. Louis the end of last month.

The artist with the view looking out the door.

The view looking inside the door.

Blood drive at Perkins Center
The summer's night American Red Cross Blood
Drive will be held Tuesday, Aug. 19, at the Carl
Perkins Center, from 3-8 p.m.
The Rowan County Chapter of the American
Red ~ross will sponsor the blood drive. This is a
special appeal drive as blood inventories remain at
emergency levels across the country.
The Red Cross urges regular donors plus new
donors to come forward and give blood. One pint
can help three people. Red Cross suggest that
parents can be role models by bringing their children to see them give blood.
There will be hot dogs and balloons for children
and tee shirts for donors, as well as door prizes.
Retired and senior volunteers will be there to
assist blood donors.
The Rowan County Chapter of the American
Red Cross involves local people who serve on the
board of directors. The chapter services Bath,
Fleming, Montgomery and Rowan counties.

rs
By STEPHANIE DAVIS
Managing Editor

tmnews@moreheadnewsgroup.com
Firi;;t came the wildcats ..Then
the horses. Now it's doors.
The impressions of two
Morehead artists are on the
streets of Lexington, in another
theme-inspired art project.

orehead

Carolyn Bentley Boyd is one of
those artists .
First it was the horses of
Horse Mania, displayed across
Lexington from July to November
2000 . Eighty artists participated.
Next it was Wildcat Ma dness
from August 2001 to March 2002.
One hundred and forty-four wildcats , including one made by
Boyd, were on display across

town, mostly indoors.
The latest project is Dynamic
Doors, sponsored by the
Lexington Arts and Cultural
Council.
Dynamic Doors was inspired
by the Door Project, a Columbia,
S.C. project in which doors from
a demolished housing project
were turned into works of art.
Part of the funds raised from

the Doors auction late this year
will go to the art council's public
art fund. The remainder of the
funds will go the council's
Campaign for the Arts and art
initiatives benefiting residents of
Lexington's Public Housing
Authority.
Boya's portal proj ect is called

See DOORS on C-3

•
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The Great Depression: Rowan County, II
By JACK D. ELLIS

impact.
New ,P residen t - e w Deal - alphabet
. agenc' es arrive .
"The laborer is worthy of his hire" (Luke
That fall P residen Hoover was overwhelm10:7).
ingly rejected by th American people and
In the summer of 1932 with the nation in Franklin D. Roosevelt was elected President.
throes of a depression, there were 11 . million
He carried all but six states with his cammen out of work. Fa milies in Rowan County paign promise to launch a frontal attack on the
and' throughout this nation were going hungry. · four horsemen of the Republican leadership:
Eleven thousand World War I jobless veter- "The horsemen of Destruction, Delay, Deceit
ans marched on Washington, D.C., demanding and Despair." Roosevelt carried Rowan County
a bonus for their military service in the Great 2,844 to 1,622.
War. (Som~f.r&~.!..iWPJlJ;jllled Cox's Army
J.Jpon taking office, Roosevelt declared "The
camped at~bn-I'fi~6ver'tu~t.)
.
only thing we have to fear is fear itself," and his
But acting on orders from Presidelliri~ first 100 days in office launched his "New Deal."
Hoover, General MacArthur and Major Dwight
That new deal enacted legislation for a litany
Eisenho~r's ,. ~{09J2§.....bwped their makeshift of alphabet agencies includiµg : Agricultural
shantiesanifr'i"antlrem outlof town.
Adjust Act (AAA), Civilian Conservation corps
President Hoover was still optimistic about (CCC),
Federal
E mergency
Relief
the economy and the financial crises that faced Administration - (FERA) ,
Civil
Works
the nation, and Congress es t ablished the Administration (CWA), Public Workers
Reconstruction Fina nce C_~mission.~ A d m~n~stra~ion (PWA), Works Progr ess
R.F.C. announced that loans ilt49 millio~ere Admm1strat10n (WPA).
being processed to help depressed · areas
All were established P.D .Q, A.S.A.P. and all
throughout the nation.
profoundly affected this nation a nd Rowan
By the end of 1932, $3,440 had trickled down
to Rowan County, but failed to make mu~h of an
See DEPRESSION on C-2
Special to The Morehead News

The original Rowan County Courthouse looked
like this-before it was "decapitated" by WPA workers in 1934.
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CCC classroom studies early job training at Camp F-4, Morehead, 1934.

Now available
Patriots and Heroes
Eastern Kentucky Soldiers
of WW II
by Jack D. Ellis

CCC Camp F-4 maintenance building, located at
Morehead, 1934.

Twelve dramatic stories
of WW II, including POWs,
MIAs, and thos e who
returned safely; 412 pages,
85 photos, hardback, and
an appendix listing most of
the 2,800 names of Rowan
County veterans located on
the Wall of Honor in
Morehead, Kentucky.
For signed copies, send
orders to:
Jack D. Ellis
550 W. Sun Street
Morehead KY 40351
Local residents m~y call
784-7473 .
$35 + 2.50 (S&H)

U.S. GOVERNMENT FORECLOSURE SALE
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 2003 AT 1:30 P.M.
AT 157 KIMBERLY LANE - PRETTY VALLEY SUBDIVISION
CLEARFIELD, KY 40313
OF HOUSE AND LOT

Thi s is a three bedroom house in need of repair. It consists of a li ving room, kitchen, laundry room, 3 bedrooms and 1 bath.
This property is considered sui table for the Rural Development, Rural Housing Program. This would be an excellent buy
for an investor interested in rental pro perty or for resale after repairs.
Payment of the 2003 pro perty taxes, are the res ponsibility of the purchaser.
An Open House will be held on August 28, 2003 from I :00 to 2:00 PM.

with New Deal spending
The Rowan CWA office was ·
located in the Courthouse, and
soon the Fiscal court approved
several projects, e.g. , remodeling the Courthouse (that was
the first r emodeling that cut
off part of the bell tower.)
Other work involved a new
county jail and several road
building projects.
The CWA provided most of
the cost. The county paid its

LEGAL NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that on Tuesday, September 9, 2003, at 1:30 P.M. at 157 Kimberly Lane, Pretty Valley Subdivision, Clearfield, Kentucky, in order to raise
the sum of $13,945.50 principal, tog ether with interest cred it subsidy granted in the amount of $22,565.46, plus interest in the amount of $2,406.33, as of
February.6, 2003, and interest thereafter on the principal at $4.5848 from February 6, 2003, until the date of Judgement, plu s interest on the Judgement
amount (Principal plus interest to the date of Judgment) at the ratti' of 1.22°/~ computed daily and compounded annually, until paid in full and for the costs of
this action, pursuant to Judgement and Order of Sale,dleing Civil Action No. 03-11 HRW on the Ashland Docket _Qf t)le United States District Court for the
Eastern District of Ke ntucky, entered on March 13, 2003, in the case of United Statys of America vs. Eddie D. Ramey; Rhonda S, Ramey and U.S. Bank, N.A.
f/d/b/a Trans Financial Bank, N.A., the following described property will be sold to the highest and best bidder:
Acertain tract or parcel of land, being Lot No. 14-A, Pretty Valley Subdivision , Clearfield, Rowan County, Kentucky, of record in Plat Book 4, Page 38 and 39,
Rowan County Records, to which plat reference if hereby made for a more particular description of said lot. There is a dwelling house located on said lot.
Being the same property conveyed by deed dated December 10, 1980, recorded in Deed Book 122, Page 84, in the Rowan County Clerk's Office.
TERMS OF SALE: Ten percent (10%) of the bid price (in the form of a Certified Check made payable to the U, S, Marshal) on the day of sale with good and
sufficient bond for the balance bearing interest at the rate of 1.22% per annum until paid, due and payable in sixty (60) days and said bond having the effect
of a Judgement. Upon a default by the Purchaser, the deposit shall be forfeited and retained by the U, S. Marshal as a part of the proceeds of the sale, and
the orooertv shall aqain be offered for sale subject to confirmation by the Court.
, , u ..• _ _ __ __ ,,.. :...-. inn

784-7473.
$35 + 2.50 (S&H)

yivilians were invited to CCC social activities, according
to this letter dated Oct. 31, 1934. ·
County t o move out of the
Great Depression.
CCC first to arrive in
Rowan County
The first agency to appear
in Rowan County was the CCC
Camp that was established on
Morgan Fork (Camp F4.) It
was later moved to Rodburn.
The CCC was one of the
most popular programs coming out of the New Deat It provided employment for young
boys with a n opportunity to
work and provide money for
their families . The Morehead
CCC Camp had over 200
young men who fought forest
fires, built roads, bridges, and
towers.
· Educational opportunities
were also provided for the
young CCC recru its, which
also provided employment for
unemployed teachers. Dozens
of local boys join ed the · CCC
and were sent to other states
as well as assigned locally to
this camp.
Although t h e CCC Camp
was the first of the New Deal
programs in Rowan County,
there were many others to
make an impact upon the
county. Th e city, county and
college had clear ideas of-what
they needed and soon those
ideas b~glJ}U.Q 18j.t,erialize.
The (~iscal court built a
county I) garage on Christy
Creek to protect the county
equipment . The city, soon
received funds for a new sewer
system
and
jail.
Also,

Morehead College built a new
sewage system that was vital
to its needs, which reinforced
the city's request for funds.
Men go to work - students
go to college
In February, 1934., the
Federal Emergency Relief Act
sent 4,100 pounds of smoked
bacon into Rowan County. It
was distributed to those hungry in the county through the
. Fiscal Court.
Other FERA activities
included building three county
roads. (Farmers to Sharkey,
Open Fork to Haldeman and
the Allie Young Highway past
the Quesinberry Farm to
Bluestone).
By using a system of rotation, the road work provided
500 men with the dignity of a
job and helped provide food for
their family. Also, FERA provided workships that allowed
52 Morehead Collegt students
an opportunity to continue
their education.
By mid-year 1934, the Civil
Works Administration arrived
in Rowan County. Unlike
FERA, the CWA workers were
actually on the federal payroll.
That agency took half of its
workers from the relief (poverty) rolls and the other half
from the unemployed. Those
workers did not have to be at
the poverty level. The CWA
paid the minimum wage of 25
cents per hour. But most workers were part-time only.
Courthouse remodeled

with New Deal spending
The Rowan CWA office was ·
located in the Courthouse, and
soon the Fiscal cour t approved
sever al projects, e.g., r erriod~l-f ·
ing the Courthouse (th'at was·
the first remodeling that cut
off part of the bell t ower.)
Other work involved a new
county jail and several road
building projects.
The CWA provided most of
the cost. The county paid its
portion by renting county
trucks at 75 cents per hour
and tractors and rock crushers
at $1 an hour. With little local
cost, this made the program
politically attractive t o t h e
country leaders.
However,
President
Roosevelt became alar,m ed and
feared the federal relief might
become a habit to the political
leaders · and ordered the program killed as soon as the
danger of people starving in
cold weather was over. By the
end of 1934, $250 ,000 had
been spent in Rowan County
on more federal programs. But
that was certainly not the end '
of the New Deal spen ding in
Rowan County.
Accounting for the funds in
the various alphabet agencies
would certainly drive any certified public accountant m ad.,
President
Roosevelt
had
almost wartime powe.i;-s, and
would turn agen2i~~ en an d off
like a water f¥er So many
times, the agen cy that began a
project wasn't the on e that finished it. The cr eation of the
&~,:+,,J (,\Joy 1l-:>
Progr ess
Administration in 1935 is a
good case in point .
PWA and WPA bring many
projects to Rowan County
The PWA provided $256,000
for a n ew power plan t in
Morehead. It also provided for
four four-foot high dams on
Triplett Creek. Also, oth ers
included $440,000 for a science
building and a n ew men's
dorm for Moreh ead State
College.
These old programs were
turned over to the Works
Progress
Administration
(WPA) as new projects. That
was not unusual during the
years of the Great Depression .
The state was also r equired t o
pay a certain percentage of the
cost for the College building.

Students go back to school ·
See A-1
Traffi.c problems
See Letters on A-5

Payment of the 2003 property taxes_ are the responsibili ty of the purchaser.
An Open House wi ll be held on August 28, 2003 from 1:00 to 2: 00 PM.
*******************************************************************

LEGAL NOTICE

Notice is hereby given that on Tuesday, September 9, 2003, at 1:30 P.M. at 157 Kimberly Lane, Pretty Valley Subdivision, Clearfield, Ke ntucky, in order to raise
the sum of $13,945.50 principal, together with interest credit subsidy granted in the amount of $22,565.46, plus interest in the amount of $2,406.33, as of
FebruafY, 6, 2003, and interest thereafter on th~ principal at $4.5848 from February 6, 2003, until the date of Judgement, plus interest on the Judgement
amount (Principal plus interest to the date of Judgment) at the rat~· of 1.22% computed daily and compounded annually, until paid in full and for the costs of
this action, pursuant to Judgement and Order of Sale,cbaing Civil Action No. 03-11 HRW on the Ashland Docke,t 91~~~ United States District Court for the
Eastern District of Kentucky, entered on March 13, 2003, in the case of United States of America vs. Eddie D. Ramey, Rhonda S. Ramey and U.S. Bank, NA
f/d/b/a Trans Financial Bank, NA, the following described property will be sold to the highest and best bidder:
A certain tract or parcel of land, being Lot No. 14-A, Pretty Valley Subdivision, Clearfield, Rowan County, Kentucky, of record in Plat Book 4, Page 38 and 39,
Rowan County Records, to which plat reference if hereby made for a more particular description of said lot. There is a dwelling house located on said lot
Being the same property conveyed by deed dated December 10, 1980, recorded in Deed Book 122, Page 84, in the Rowan County Clerk's Office .
TERMS OF SALE: Ten percent (10%) of the bid price (in the form of a Certified Check made payable to the U. S. Marshal) on the day of sale with good and
sufficient bond for the balance bearing interest at the rate of 1.22% per annum until paid, due and payable in sixty (60) days and said bond having the effect
of a Judgement Upon a default by the Purchaser, the deposit shall be forfeited and retained by the U.S. Marshal as a part of the proceeds of the sale, and
the property shall again be offered for sale subject to confirmation by the Court.
This sale shall be in bar and foreclosure of all right, title, interest, estate claim, demand or equity of redemption of the defendants and of all persons claiming
by, through, under or against them, provided the purchase price is equal to two-thirds of the appraised value. If the purchase price is not equal to two-thirds of
the appraised value, the Deed shall contain a lien in favor of the defendants reflecting the right of the defendants to redeem during the period provided by law
(KRS 426.530). Under the law, the purchaser is deemed to be on notice of all matters affecting the property of record in the local County Clerk ' s Office.
Inquiries should be directed to:
BRUCE BARNES, Community Deve lopment Manager
·
Rural Development
Flemingsburg, KY 41041
Telephone: 606-845-2851, Ext 4
www.resales.usda.gov

Through scholarships, safety programs, arid
employee involvement, Touchstone Energy
Cooperatives are connecting teachers and
students with the wonder of electricity.
Helping to build the future with energy
and the power of human connections.

Fleming-Mason
Energy
A Touchstone Energy' Cooperative ~

orehead
The Great Depressi
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Men given the dignity of work in building
a b etter comm unity
An editorial in the Rowan County News
"Thou sh all eat the labor of f?in e- bands" declar ed "Men will go back to work a nd the peo. (Ps~
128:2) .
' ·
ple of _this coun ty will h ave school buildings
P rest?ent Roosevelt's goal for his New De:al that will stand 100 years or more, p:r:oviding an
was to b ~lp those Americans wh o were "ill- educati?ti'alopport unities for the, children equal
h ou sed, ill-clad and ill-nourished." He migh t - t o that m moi'e'1'or tunate cities ."
h ave also included "ill-educated" because many
i Of course the buildings still stand after ff}
of the alpha bet ag~cies, in addition to provid- years , but the educatiBQ,_al opportunities have
ing econ omic assistan~e to Rowan Coun ty, also moved int o n ew buildin ~ ,; The b:uildings no
aided education.
'
longer fit the programs.
By the mid-1930s, Mor~head h ad been able
Other WPA projects which,, ~ccording to
t o I?ave many ~ity str eet~, . completed a sewer ~any locals, st ood . for / we pidd1-~ round",
proJect a nd bmlt a ~ew Jail at a t otal cost of included: a c~unty gara~e? $3,423 (coun~ ost
$150,000 . Th8 ,l.PI> ugt,~ndent of-.Sch ools ha d $~43!; 17 native stone votmg booths , many a,e
employed 25-f teacn1ers to or ganize the school still m use, $11 ,273 (9ounty cost $2,222); an
r ecords, teach agriculture courses, and CCC five farm roads $202,550, county cost $23,700,
recruits.
' .t,c.uF~11Wfost of which was paid by r enting county road
The WPA h a d constructed school§.1 · at machinery.
Haldema n , Farmers and Elliottville oul of
The five road projects employed 650 men
native Bluestone from th e Bluestone Quarry. including: 46 semi-skilled, 25 skilled, 10 foreFor a time the construction stopped on the men, and · the remaining were laborers t aken
Elliottville School u ntil Congressman Fred M. from the r elief (poverty) rolls. Also, each of th e
Vins on "greased the political wh eels" in 17 votingbooths employed 18 men who were
Washington and got th e a ddition al $16,700
See DEPRESSION on B -3
n eeded t o finish the job.

By JACK D. ELLIS

Special to The Morehead News

One of 17 stone voting booths built in Rowan
County during the Drjjression era of the early
1930s, but only one remains in use.
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The arts were not neglected in the New Deal. Morehead's post office mural by Frank
The Bluestone Rock Quarry was kept busy during the
L ovy was painted during the Depression. It still can be seen in the old post office now the City Municipal Building.
·
' Depression years, supplying stone for Rowan County
schools, voting houses, jails and other buildings in the
1930s. .
~-

Depression

From B-1

selected from the relief rolls.
Cultural projects established
· The WPA also established a
number of cultural projects in
Rowan County. Those included: a library located where
McKinney's Shoe Shop was on
Carey Avenue. Later it was
moved to the basement of the
public school on Second Street.
Also, a pack-horse library
was opened in the back of the
Caskey Hotel. Books were
delivered in cars and on horseback {>y
teachers.
The
Packhorse
Library
later
burned when the Caskey Hotel
burned July 3, 1939.
Music was not forgotten in
the cultural war on poverty.
.r 1ss 'Jean
Iiomas, nown
locally as "The. Traipson
Woman," and renowned collector of folk songs, directed an
old time mu sic concert on the
campu s of Morehead College.
(Morehead College h as a rich
heritage of folk music reaching
back into the 1930s and
beyond.)
·
In 1937, .nationally famous
artist, Frank Lovy, completed
and hung the mural in the new
post office at Main Street and
Wilson Avenue. (The mural
may be seen in the City
Government Building today.)
Although the WPA closed its
office in Morehead in October
1_938, it was not the end of that
program. Following the tragic
flash
flood
that struck
Morehead July 4, 1939, that
claimed 25 lives, the Regional
WPA Director in Paintsville
sent workers t o aid in the
cleanup process.
Total
expenditures
in
Rowan . County through the
WPA years t otaled $570,000 or
nearly 38 percent of Rowan's
entire New Deal expenditures.
It was estimated that ~lmost
three out of · fo ur Rowan
County men were at one time
or another employed under the
WPA or other New Deal programs.
The jobs were many times
only part-time and the pay was
25 ce nts per hour. Without
that 25 cents per hour, many
would have suffered malnutrition and perhaps even starvation.
An alpha et agency
fof youth
There seemed to be an
alphabet agency for every purpose under the New Deal
Program. In order to keep

; ;✓'

.

youth in school and out of an · and voting boothsMAlso, walls,
already depressed job market, bridges, sidewalks', and a fire
the ·
National
Youth tower can still be found .
Administration, NYA, was creWhen the CCC camp closed
down, School Superintendent
ated.
The Rowan County Youth Roy Cornette made a plea for
Council, under the direction of the abandoned buildings. He
Warren Lappin, administered wrote Senator A.B. Chandler
the program. Another category and Congressman Joe Bates,
of the NYA included young making a strong case for the
men ages 16-25, headed by buildings by declaring that if
Buell Hogge. They were paid the buildings could be obtained
by the school system, "Every
$7 for 44 hours work.
The NYA boys (sorry, no farm boy in high school in
girls) built sidewalks at $6 for Rowan County would have an
50 sq. ft. They helped build the opportunity to take vocational
Board of Education building on agriculture. We also plan t o
the back of the Courthouse hold special military training
lawn. They also built a rock classes. Also, farm machinery
wall on either side of the men's repair could be carried on more
dormitories on the c
f e~ti~~-"
However, Roy's plan fell on
Morehead -State College .
In 1935, 75 MSC students deaf ears and h e was unable to
held •NYA workships. One year keep the buildings in Rowan
later there were 111 in· the pro- County. (One reason Roy
gram and they were paid $7 for Cornette .did not get the build44 hours work. It was enough ings was he was a Republican
to pay a student's board at dealing with a bunch of
MSC. With the new men's hall De)llocrats in Washington,
and science' building on cam- D.C., and Frankfort.) But the
pus, and the NYA workships, buildings were moved out of
President Harvey A. Babb was Rowan County to the Lincoln
called "Morehead's New Deal Institute of Kentucky at
Lincoln Ridge. They were used
President."
There were dozens of other to house African Americans
New Deal agencies created training in a radio school for
during the Great Depression the Lexington Signal Depot.
It could be said that the reathat funneled money into
Rowan County's depressed son the New Deal programs
areas. The World War I veter- did so much good in Rowan
ans received their bonus that County was because it motibrought $142,721 into the local vated the community leaders
economy. Also by 1937, the t~- think boldly, clearly and
Social Security Act brought plan according''5'. '.Also, credit or
blame, depending on your
payments to Rowan Count .
The first Social Security point of view, must be given to
recipients received just under those political and educational
$10 per month. It was estimated that Uncle Sam paid about
two million dollars for the program u'sed to fight the Great
Depressi'on in Rowan County.
New Deal brought
permanent projects and
buildings
By plac~ng 14 karat cash in
front of the local city, college
and county administration,
they began to plan positively
and think boldly. Expenditures
meant jobs and patronage,
which was an added incentive
to spend. The New Deal
brought the county out of the
mud with road building while
co 1 structing new up-to-date
b i~~;'}~.
\
years fo\lowing the
end of the New De!in Rowan
County, one can stil see some
of its accomplish ents that
· included: stone jails, schools .

{ ~t/

leaders wh~ !}"ied to live up to
President ~?sevelt's original
idea that;ff oll projects should
be highlYfconstructive, permanent ap:a add to the wealth of
the state."
J;>ff IJ pp
Is it any wonder (and I write
his name r everently because
he was ,my ,/:::ommander in
Chief): FranJtlin D. Roosevelt
was elected t four t erms as
President of the U .S.A.

